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rhis thesis examines the 1979 and 1988 cohort files The cohort files are 
maintained hy the Defense Manpower Data Center, and contain a total of 365 variahle 
fields to record information ahout personnel who enlist in a given year. Significant 
variables among the total arc identified, and frequency analysis is performed. 
Additionally, the significant variablc category values are cross-tabulated with 
reenlistment statistics, to obtain information ahout reenlistment characteristics. Finally, a 
LOOlT regression analysis model is constructed and run for each of the cohort files, to 
establish each variahle category value's effect upon the probability for reenlistment. The 
results of analysis for eaeh cohort year provide a mechanism for viewing the changing 
characteristics of cohort groups. 
The thesis also contains a review of previous literature related tu the subject of 
analy:t:ing and/or predicting reenlistment. The results of the analysis performed in the 
present work arc compared to the results of previous studies 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a modem fighting force, the level of technical expertise required to operate 
increasingly complex weapons systems is rising higher and higher. In non-combat 
operations, there is also a dramatic and continuing increase in the level of sophistication 
in, among olher things, information systems and operating techniques. 
All of these increases in demands on personnel extend into increased demands on 
training systems, which ultimately translates into higher training costs. A method of 
planning that promises long-term reduction in training costs and which has evolved over 
the past few decades is detaikd analysis of retention of enlisted personnel after the 
expiration of their first cuntract. 
By analyzing the characteristics of service members in the military and correlating 
these characteristics .... ith data that records whether or not the enlistees extend beyond the 
initial contract requirement, it may be possible to identify key characteristics that can 
indicate a probability for reenlistment. Such infonnation could prove very useful in 
planning recruitment strdtegies and objectives, and could, in the long tenn, be responsible 
for considerable cost reductions, By identifying probable candidates for retention beyond 
the initial contract requirements, the military could avoid the costs associated with 
recruiting and tra ining additional fX:rsonnd to replace personnel in whom considerable 
training investments have been made, hut who decide to leave military service, thus 
depriving the military ofa "pay-ofr on the initial training investment 
The purpose of this study is to conduct an analysis ofthe Defense :.vlanpower Data 
Center's (DMDC) 1979 and 1988 cohort files to attempt to answer the following 
questions: 
What are the background characteristics of the 1979 cohort group, and what is 
the effect of these characteristics on the probability of reenlistment after the 
initial four ycar tenn? 
What are the background characteristics of the 1988 cohort group, and what is 
the effect of these chameterislies on the probability of reenlistment after the 
initial four year tenn? 
What has changed from the 1979 cohort to the 1988 cohort? 
rhe scope of the study is restricted to active duty Navy enlisted personncl. 
Because this study uses the objective data recorded in the DMDC cohort files, no 
survey has been conducted of active dUly personnel, past or present. There is, therefore, 
no intention to provide conclusions about the intentions of service members to reenlist, or 
about enlistee' s perceptions of military life. 
Chapter II otTers a review of litemture dealing with the issue of predicting 
retention. Chapter III presents infonnation concerning the data employed in this study, 
and describes the methodology employed to achieve results. Chapter IV contains the 
results of preliminary data analysis on the 1979 and 1988 DMDC cohort fil es. The 
results of LOOlT model analysis are presented in Chapter V Chapter VI oilers 
conclusions and recommendations. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss previous studies that have dealt with the 
i~sues involved in predicting service member retentioll. Studies investigating this issue 
have differed in many ways. They employ regression analysis, path analysis, or simple 
lis tings anci/or cross tabulations of factors thought to be impurtant. These studies have 
used dat..1 from backgroW1d infonnation, surveys, or personal interviews. Some of the 
studies have focused on single issues, such as gender or race, while others have looked at 
a variety of issues La detennine which among them is the most important 
While retention research has traditionally focused on pecuniary issues, thc 
growing trend is to investigate the influence of a much broader range of employment 
satisfaction. This has led to an increasing reliance on techniques incorporated from such 
diseiplim::s as sociology and psychology.] Many of the studies that have t..lken place 
regarding retention have ponrayed the decision to remain in a job as one that weighs the 
relative costs and benefits associated with the job. In military service. the benefits 
a~~uciated with continued involvement include factors such as pecuniary compensation, 
fringe benefits, and training, which are also found in civilian employment. and additional 
intangible benefits such as status, camaraderie, and service to country.2 Other studies on 
] Doering, Z.D. and Grissmer, OW, Active and Reserve Farce AI/rition and Retention: A 
Selecli!d Review o/Research and Methods. The Rand Corporation. Repon No. P-7007. 
Santa Monica, California, ]988 
l Hulin, c.L., ROZJlOw~ki, M. and Ilachiya, D., "Alternative Opportunities and 
Withdrawal Decisions: Empirical and Theoretical Discrepancies and an lmegrmion". 
Psychological Bulletin, v. 97, No . 2, pp. 233 ·250, 1985, 
3 
retention have used a simpler model, saying that the choice as 10 whether or not to 
continue working in ajob is based upon two factors : the availability of other jobs and the 
level of happiness connected with Ihe currentjob.3 
Statistical measurements of individuals' satisfaction with their jobs is 
accomplished using surveys. In these surveys, quest ions are asked regarding different 
aspects of a person's job. The responses are correlated and significant factors arc 
identified based upon similar responses.4 The most v.ridely accepted view of job 
satisfaction asswnes that each person has some standard of what is to be expected from a 
particular job. Individuals compare that standard v.rith their own perueption of how 
closely the job meets that standard, and the degree of joh satisfaction results from the 
difference between the individual's standard or expectations and what is actually received 
from the job.s There is a split among researchers as to whether the standard developed by 
the individual comes from personal needs or personal values.~ 
The reliability of surveys conducted immediately prior to the reenlistment 
decision was evaluated by Hiller.7 He found that the data collected from surveys, which 
characterizes the intentions of the service member, appears to be closely and 
3Lacy, James L.. Naval Reserve Forces: The Historical Experience with Involuntary 
Recalls, Center for Naval Analyses, Report No. CRM 86-76. Arlington. Virginia. April 
1986. 
4Muehinsky. Paul M., Psychology Applied 10 Work: An In/roduClion /0 Industrial and 
Or!-!anizational Psychology, The Dorsey Press, Chicago, Ill inois. 1983. 
sibid. p. 399. 
~'heilmann, Robert J .. "An Analysis ofthe Factors Affecting Marine Corps Officer 
Retention". Master's Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. CA, 1990, p. 11 
7Goldberg. L.. Enlisted Supply: Pasl. Present, and Fwure, Center for Naval Analysis. 
Washington, DC, September, 1982 
systematically related to actual reenlistment behavior, and may be used in the analysis of 
reenlistment factors. This conclusion was reinforced by the findings of Doering and 
Grissmcr. who concluded that the most effective approach to determine what causes 
people to reenlist or to leave the servi(;e is to survey individuals about their intentions at 
various times before their actual dee ision.~ 
B. THE STUDIES 
In a review of over 120 previous studies. Cotton and Tuttle summarized the 
results." Many of the studies had come to entirely opposite conclusions about the various 
causes of tum over and their relative importance in the decision to leave a job. The many 
factors that influence such a decision were grouped into three categories: extemal 
factors, work-related factor:;, and personal characteristics. The authors found that, in the 
main. the factors of age, pay, tenure. overall job satisfaction, employment perceptions, 
education and demographic status were stable, reliable correlates with turnover. Task 
repetitiveness, accession rate. and intelligence were found to be only weakly related to 
tumover. The unemployment rate, job performance, role darity, satisfaction wi th 
coworkers and promotional opportWlities, marital status and aptitude were found to be 
moderately related to tumover. Cotton and Tuttle further asserted that. though not a 
reliable indicator of turnover at the individual level , national economic data provided an 
indication of turnover at the aggregate level. Also, though few studies examined such 
~Doering and Grissmer, p. 32. 
QCotton and Tuttle. "Employee Turnover: A Meta-Analysis and Review with 
Implications for Research", Academy oj Managemenf Review, Vol. 11,1\0. L pp. 55-70, 
J9R6. 
issues at the time, they maintained that met expectations, behavioral intentions, and 
organizational eonunitml:nt were reliable predictors oftumover. 
Grissmer and Kirby conducted a :;tudy of retention in the US Anny Reserve and 
National Guard. lu ""nile the present study is strictly concerned with active duty 
personnel, there are several findings of Grissmer and Kirhy worth mentioning here. For 
instance, the study concluded that pay grade ofE5 or higher, prior enlistment experience. 
being a female , being black, and being older all had a significant positive effect on the 
likelihood of retention. Having pay grade E3 or below, being in a combat job. having 
higher years of sen·ice, higher civilian hourly wages, and availability of paid overtime all 
had a significant negative effect on the probability of retention. 
A study of reenlistment behavior utilizing survey data was perfonned by Hand, 
Griffeth, and Mobley.11 They detennined that training opportunities, travel opportunities. 
advancement oppornmities. pay, benefits, and job security all had a significant positive 
effect on a service member's intention to remain in the service. Significant negative 
influences on the decision were detennined to be the probability of separation from 
family members, long work hours. and poor leadership. 
In an attempt to quantify the impact of the offering of reenli:;tment bonuses, 
Lakhani and Gilroy constructed a LOGIT regression model using data from the 198 1 
10 Grissmer and Kirby. Attrition and Retention in the Army Reserve and Army l'ia/ional 
Guard: An Empirical Analysis, Report No. R·7077, Rand Corporation. Santa Monica. 
California. 1985. 
I I Kraut. A .I., "Predicting Turnover of Employees from Measured loh Attitudes", 
Organizational Behavior and I1uman Performance, pp. 233·243, Vol. 13, 1975 
6 
National Longitudinal Survey.'" The model included variables designed to represent both 
economic and non-economic factors. Economic factors included reenlistment bonu~es. 
the ratio of civilian to military pay. and the unemployment tate; non-economic factors 
included AFQT scores. race, and number of dependents. The analysis concluded that 
both reenlistment bonuses and civilian to military pay ratios were positive and significant 
for vinua11y all occupational cakgories. Though bonuses might wl:11 be expected to 
enhance retention probabil ity, the results regarding civilian pay ratios were surprising. 
The calculation of military pay. however, included allowances for housing, food, and 
benefits, which significantly affected the resulting ratios 
Goldberg conductl:d a 1985 CNA study which also examined the issues of 
employment and military pay (including bonuses).IJ The study concluded that, though 
unemployment is an important determinant of retention. it is of sl:eondary importance to 
the influence of military pay. Goldberg observed that flexible, targeted pay, such as 
enlistml:nt and Tl:enlistment bonuses, are the Navy's most potent tool for controlling 
retention rates. 
Siggerud conducted a study of social, environmental, and economic factors 
influl:ncing an enlisted member's decision of whether to leave or remain in the service 
and reported thl: results in 1981. 14 The source of data for the research was the 1978 
12Hosek. 1.R., and Pelerson, C.E .. ReenliSlment Bonuses and Relention Behavior. Rand 
Corporation Report R-31991l-MIL, May. 1985 
I)Goldberg. 
14Siggerud, Dan-Norman. Relention Inlention Among US Navy 'j" Enlisled Personnel: An 
Analysis a/SOCial, Enl'ironmenlOl, and Economical Fac/orj". Mash:r 's Thesis, Naval 
Postgraduate School, Monterey. CA ,October, 1982 
7 
Department of Defcnse Survey of Officcr and Enlisted PersonncL Thc results of thc 
study coneluded that thc most important" factors influencing thc servicc mcmber's 
decision to reenlist were military versus civilian pay opportunities, duty station, and 
family considerations. Contrary to the previously reported results, Siggl:rud suggcstl:d 
eliminating successive reenlistment contracts (and the associatcd reenlistmcnt bonuses) 
after the first four years of service. He further suggested that the savings obtained from 
canceling the reenlisunent bonus program could be used to restructure the military pay 
scale. 
Siggcrud's suggestion falls somewhat flat when reviewing thc rl:sults found by 
Cymrot, who maintains that reenlistment rates increase in direct correlation to 
reenlistment bonuses offered. IS This contention is rdnforced in a study of the Navy's 
compensation system that was conducted by Warner and Goldberg. They also maintain 
tbat increases in reenlisunent bonuses lead directly to corresponding increases in 
reenlistment rates. 16 Further findings of the Warner and Goldberg study indicate that sca 
duty has a significant negative impact upon the reenlistment rate a~sociated witb any 
given level of pay, and that married individuals arc more likely to reenlist than unmarried 
individuals. The authors reported the hypothesis thaI health care hcnefits associated with 
military service are much more important to married cnlistees than non-married cnlistees. 
ISCymrot, Donald, Defining the Populution Making Reenlistment Decisions, Center for 
Naval Analysis, CRM 85-51. 
IbWarner, John T ., and Goldberg, Mathl:w S., Determinunts of Navy Reenlistment and 
Extension Ratl!s, Center for Naval Analysis, CNS 1168, Vol. I., Dccember, 1982. 
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Several studies have focused specifically on pcruniary benefits as a determinant 
of reenlistment. A specific method. the Annualized Cost of Leaving (ACOL) approach. 
was developed by Warner. [t is widely used in the military to prerlict active duty 
retention. 17 This model is driven by mili tary to civilian compensation ratios for the 
present and future. and affords a method of measuring the economic benefit of remaining 
in the service. as opposed to seeking civilian employment. The model is set up to 
produce an annual cost estimate that rel1ects the amOUfJt of money that will be lost by the 
enlistee if he or she leaves the service. [t is assumed that the enlistee will compare this 
figure to the dollar value of his or her asswned preference for civilian life. A main 
feature of the ACOL approach is that it provides a 'Nay for the future benefit of retirement 
to be included in the determination. Some key problems in determining the overall 
impact of pecUfJiary benefits on retention follow 
For one, the complexity of the military compensation system (including housing, 
food. medical and dental care, clothing, etc.) includes many fringe benefits that are 
difficult to value. Even when detailed measures of what is known as real military 
compensation (RMC) are developed. this actual value (designed to include the various 
benefits associated with military service) may differ significantly from the value that is 
perceived by the service member. Chow and Polich developerl a survey question to 
gauge Ihis perception. II The results or their study demonstrated a significant variance 
I1Quesler, A.O .. and Thomason, 1S., "Keeping the Force: Retaining Military Carecrists", 
Armed Forces and Sociery. v. II. No. I. pp. 85-95. 1984. 
IBChow. W .. and Polich, 1.. Mode/sfo the First-Term Reenlistmenf Decision. The Rand 
Corporation. Report No. R-2468-MRAL, Santa Monica, California, 1983 .. 
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between the calculated R.JVlC and the service member's perception of the value of military 
service. Additionally, income differentials between individuals in the same general 
occupation may often be accounted for by such variables as additional skills and 
performance. Yet another difficulty arises from the fact that the impact of enlistment 
bonuses is problematic as a measure of reenlistment probability because the bonus is 
awarded after the decision to reenlist, and the decision to reenlist may have heen made 
upon a pecuniary basis prior to considering the bonus. 19 
Warner and Simon examined the influence of pay at two points in the service 
memher's career: the first reenlistment point and the second reenlistment point.20 The 
significant positive influence of reenlistment bonuses at the first reenEstment point was 
confirmed by this study. However, the authors reported an interesting phenomenon. In 
the cases where high levels of reenl istment bonuses exist at the first reenlistment point, 
enlistees who remain in the service and accept the bonus are less likely to reenlist at the 
second reenlistment point. The authors noted that the second reenlistment point, in these 
categories of occupations, carried a significantly smaller bonus for reenlistment, and that 
the negative influence on reenl istment probably came about due to the service member' s 
higher expectations and the fact that the desire for civilian life at the second reenlistment 
point prohably exceeded the enEstee's perceived financial benefit from Slaying. An 
interesting item to note here is the common view that perceived future henefits of 
IQ\\'amer. J.T., I.uues in II/ary Manpower Research and Policy: An Economist's 
Perspective, Center for Naval Analysis, Professional Paper 322. Alexandria. Virginia. 
1981. 
2oWarner,l.T .. and Simon. B .. An Empirical Analysisfo Pay and Na~y Enlisted Retention 
in the A VF: Preliminary Results, Center for Naval Analysis, Alexandria, Virginia, 1979 
iO 
retirement <Ire held to a significant influence on the reenlistment decision as of the 
seventh year of service, which is within the time frame examined as the second 
reenlistment poinLll 
In another extension of the research on peClmiary ctteets, Enns, eMlmined first 
tenn reenlistment bonuses.n Using Anny enlistees as his focus, he reporh:d results 
similar to those dis(;Ussed <lbove; namely, a significant positive efieet for reenlistment 
bonuses on reenlistment afier the first four years of service. He went on to examine lump 
sum versus installment bonuses, and fOlUld that the fonner had a significantly greater 
positive effect on reenlistment. 
In 1989, iempe conducted a multivariate analysis of first and second tenn 
reenlistment using data from the 1985 Department of Defense SUlVey of Officer and 
Enlisted Personnel?" His results eonfinned those reported by Warner and Simon: higher 
first term bonuses are often responsihle for decrea.~ed second ternl retention (retention 
beyond the seeond reenlistment point). He also reported that those in higher mental 
categuries (determined by AH..,H scores) were less likely to reenlist at the first and second 
reenlistment points than those in lower mental categories, and that those with higher 
2lBoescl, D., and Johnsun, K., Why Sen.'ice l'vfembers Leave the Afiliwry: Review of the 
U,erature and Ana(vsis, Defense Manpower Data Center, Personnel Survey Branch, 
Arlington, Virginia, April, 1984, 
22Enns, John H., Reenlislment Bonuses and First-Term Retenlion. 111e Rand Corporation, 
S<lnta '\1onica, California, 1977 
2JLempe, S.J., "A Multivariate An<llysis ufthe P<lctors Affe(;ting the Retention of First 
and Secund Tenn Air Force Enlisted Members", Master's Thesis, :"aval Postgr<lduate 
SchooL Munterey, California, December, 19~9 
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levels of education were more likely to leave the service. Those aggregate groups found 
to be more likely to reenlist ineludcd minorities, o ldcr personnel, and males. 
Doering and Grissmer pointed out thl: importance of non-pecuniary factors such 
as training opportunities, health care, j ob satisfaction, educational benefits, relocations, 
family separations, work schedules, and other "quality-of-life" variables? 4 They 
suggested that the military examine closely the cost-effective potential of non-pecuniary 
benefits in preparing compensation packages for enlistees, that non-pecuniary benefits 
relating to education were of particular importance in retaining high-quality personnel, 
and that an effort should be made to preserve qualities such as institutioMI loyalty and 
cohesion as incentives to remain in the service. 
A paradox was offered in the results of research conducted by Finn.2 ~ His study 
of fiscal 191!1! Air Force entrance surveys indicated the 78% of those who enlisted in the 
Air Force did so for tra ining, and that 92% listed training among the top three reasons for 
enlisting. The results of his analysis, however, showed that the individuals who enlisted 
for a specific kind of training chose to apply the benetit of that training to the civilian 
sector at the earliest possible oppOrtwlity. In other words, a signiticant number of 
enlistees in his study received specialized training in the first fours years of service and 
chose nO! to reenl ist so that they could apply that training in the search for a civilian j ob 
HDoering and Grissmer, p, 15. 
HFinn, Thomas A.. "Retention Behavior of First and Second Tern} Marine Enlisted 
Personnel. Master' s Thesis, Naval Postgmduate School, Monterey, California, December, 
1988, 
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C. SlJM:\tIAR Y 
Thc studics discussed in this chaptcr rcprcscnt only a small fraction of those that 
havc becn conducted in the area of analyzing andlor predicting retcntion rates and thc 
influencing factors behind them. The reader is referred to the bihliography, which 
includes several studies not specifically mentioned above. Though by no means 
exhaustive, the review of studies in this chapter enables several general conclusions to be 
madc which are relative to the aim of this study. 
First. the generally accepted view is that higher levcls of education and/or higher 
AFQT test scores have a significant negative effect on rcenlistmcnt. This is a recurring 
theme in both studies that draw conclusions based upon objective data that from 
personnel records and subjectivc data from surveys. 
Second. married service members. and service members with dependent children, 
arc more likcly to reenlist than single members. This is ostensibly due to the real and 
perceived valuc of such non-pecuniary benefits as health ellre and housing 
Third. males are more likely to reenlist than fema les. This conclusion is probablY 
thc most contested in the results of the studies reviewed. however. One or two surveys 
claim no significant difference in reenlistment bascd upon gender; while a majority of 
studies claim higher male reenlistment. However. there are those researchers who claim 
thai female reenlistmcnt is slightly higher than male reenlistment, because thcre is less 
discrimination in the military than in the civilian workplace?b 
26 See specifically Wamer and Goldberg, p. 30. 
1J 
Fourth, minorities are more likely to reenlist than white service members_ The 
reason that is commonly given for this phenomenon is the same as that applied to 
fema les, above. The majority of researchers report that minorities have opportunities in 
military service that are not available to them in civilian life. 
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Ill. DATA AND METHO])OI.OGY 
A. DATA 
This thesis employs data found in the Defense Manpower Data Center's (DMDC) 
1979 and 19K!! cohort files. A cohort is composed of all of the personnel who entered the 
service in a given year. Each of the cohort files is composed of records containing a total 
of 365 variable fields. Each field conveys specific information about the characteristics 
of an enlistee. AI! Naval enlistees for the subject years are represented in the cohon files. 
The 1979 cohon file consists ora total of 84,334 recurds. The cohort file for 198!! 
includes a total of 93,338 records. Appendix A contains descriptions of each of the 
record fields found in the cohort files 
B. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
1. Initial Variables 
The first step undertaken in the preliminary analysis was to identify which of the 
fields in the cohort data files contain infonnlltion that would be uscful in achieving the 
objectives of this study. From the total number of fields in the cohort file, the following 
were chosen: 
CDISTRICT -- indicating the census district in which the cnlistce enlisted 
F:NTRYAGE -- indicating the age at which the cnlistee enlisted 
HIYREDUC -- indicating tht: enlistees highest yel\I of education 
SEX -- indicating the gender of the enlistee 
RACE -- indicating whcther the enlistcc is white. black, or other minority 
MARST DP -- indicating wht:ther the enlistee is married and the number of 
depend;ms 
AFQTGRPS -- indicating the scorc grouping into which the enlistee's Anncd 
Forces Qualification Tcst (AFQT) score falls 
A CCESSVC -- indicating which branch ofscn/ice the enlistee is entering 
PRIORSVC -- indicating whether the enlistee has prior service cxperience 
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EA'TRSTA7 -- indicating what the entry status of the enlistee is (direct to 
active duty, from DEP, CACHE, etc., into DEP, from reserves) 
ENLTERM -- indicating the enlistee's initial teml of service 
E.IliLOPT -- indicating which enlistment options were taken by the enlistee 
2. Frequency 
To obtain an initial perspective on the cohort data files, a frequency report was 
generated using the SAS statistical program. Using this report, it was possible to examine 
the make-up of the 1979 and 1988 cohort. This initial examination brought out several 
issues to be addressed before analysis could continue, such as: inconsistencies in the 
dataset, extremely odd occurrences of data (such as 71-year-old enlistees), and the 
prest:nee of records that were not useful in the current study (such as enlistees in the naval 
reserves) 
3. LimitationfRcstriction of Dataset 
The next stt:p in the preliminary analysis was to limit or restrict the dataset The 
purpose behind this step was to eliminate records containing some of the flaws 
enumerated in the previous section so that those records would not unduly influence the 
probabilit ies to bc gencrated using multivariate regression analysis technique. 
The following actions were taken to limit tht: dataset: 
Only records indicating enlistment within tht: actual fiscal year were allowed. 
Only records indicating an AFQT score greater than zero were allowed 
Only records indicating an enlistment option greater than zero were allowed 
Only records with entry ages between 17 and 31 wert: allowed 
Only records with entry level pay grades between EJ and E6 were allowed. 
Only records indicating entry into active duty Navy were allowed 
Only records indicating an enlistee with an initial enlistment teml of four 
years were allowed. 
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or all of Ihc restrictions m~ntioned above, all but one wen:: achieved by 
eliminating undesirable records through checking a specific value in a variable field. For 
the enlistment term, the cohort data file was cross referenced with the master loss file , and 
only records in which the entry date subtracted from the separation date indicated a term 
of 49 months or mon:: wefe allowed. 
4. Cross-Tabulation 
Once the dataset had heen restricted, cross-tabulations were performed between 
the various values present in each data fidd (variable) and the corresponding fale of 
reenl istment. Those were perfonned for both the 1979 and 1988 cohort datasets. The 
purpose of making these cross-tabulations was to indicate which values were coincident 
with high (or low) reenlistment rates. This infommtion is useful for two reasons : first, it 
provides an initial indication and allows for comparison with thc resulting LOGIT model 
probabilities, and; second. it may reveal tendencies in the dataset that will prove useful in 
LOGIT model variable definition and model construction 
Tu detennine whethcr or not an individual had served Jonger than thc initial four-
year commitment, information beyond that contained in the cohort data files was needed. 
DMDC, which maintains the cohon fi les. also maintains the "Master Loss File" fur each 
and every eohon file. This file contains a variety of information about enlistces in the 
cohort. including their separation datc and their total length of service (recorded in 
months). For the purposes of this study. an individual with a tcrm of service greater than 
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forty-nine months was con~idered to have either reenlisted or extended their original 
enlistment beyond an initial four-year commitment. Hereafter, the tem1 "reenlistment" is 
held to include both reenli~tment and exten~ion of enlistment, and should be con~idered 
to be reflective of actual retention. 
C. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALVSIS 
Multivariate regression analysis is a statistical method commonly used to explain 
the effect of a serie~ of known factors upon another single factor. The series of factors 
expected to have influence the single factor are expressed as independent variables; and 
the single factor upon which these independent variables exert an influence is expressed 
as the dependent variable. Regrcsssion analysis determines whether or not a significant 
relationship exists between a given independent variable and the dependent variable, and 
quantifies the effeet.27 In this manner, it is possible to evaluate the significance of an 
independent variable with regard to its effect on the dependent variable. Three different 
multivariate analysis models were examined for use in this thesis The following section 
provides a brief description of each. 
1. Choice of Method 
The three models investigated for use in this thesis were the Linear Probability 
Model. the PROBIT Model, and the LOGI"!" Model. The first of these models is suited to 
situations in which the dependent variable is a linear function of the independent 
variables, which is not appropriate to the objective orthe current inquiry. Additionally. 
Studenmund 1987 
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the linear probabi lity model is known to have weaknesses in the areas of estimation and 
prediction. Heteroscedastici!y, an cllce! whereby the variance of the eCTor teml~ is not 
constant for al l observations, is a noted problem which resulL<; in inefficient estimations 
In addition, attempting to limit the predicted values of probabi lity to the binary range 
(OJ) call produce estimates based upon biased input.28 
The PROHIT model, by contrast, employs a nonl int:ar specification based upon an 
S-shapcd curve that is hounded by the interval 0,1, and provides good estimates of 
probability of influence on binary dependent variables. This model is complicated, 
however, and comparable results can be achieved by the third model !.:onsidcrcd. 
The third model to be examined, the LOGIT modeL uses a non-linear 
spcciflcation similar to that of the PROBIT model. This model also offers the abili ty to 
calculate changes in the probability ofthc cffect on the dependent variabk. An additional 
advantage of the I.OGIT model is that it minimi7.es the effects ofheteroscedasticity?9 All 
of these benefits can be obtained using the LOGIT model, which is comparatively easy to 
use and interpret. 
2. LOG IT Model Specifications 
As noted above, one requirement for employing of the LOGIT model is that the 
dependent variable describes a binary evcnt. This is appropriate to the task at hand. as the 
dependelll variable uscd in thc prcsent work describes whether or nOI an enlistee 
2~ Kmenta, 1986, pp. 553-555 
2Q Kmenta, 1986 pp. 550-553 . 
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remained in the service (reenlisted or extended) beyond his or her initial four-year 
commitml:nt 
The LOGIT model is based upon the cumulative distribution function of a random 
variable, which suits it to situations in which the independent variable(s) are dichotomous 
(i.e. , having a value of 0 or 1).30 The decision to leave the service is a dichotomous 
variable which assumes a value of zero if an enlistee dues not extend or reenlist beyond 
the initial commitment of fuur years, and assuml:s a value of one if the separation date 
indicatl:s that the individual remained in the service beyond that initial commitment. 
The LOGIT model relates thl: rel:nlist or extension status of an individual (Yi) to a 
vector of characteristics for that individual (Xi). The assumed relationship is: 
P == E(Y == 'IX) == I 
, ' l +e ( 8,.8,X,, ' " 8 ,X,,) 
where e is the ba~e of the natural logarithm; P is the probabili ty that an individual 
reenlists, given the personal attributes Xb Xb X), ... ; X represents data buse values for 
each of the explanatory variab l e.~ in the model; B represents values of the I:stimated 
parameters provided by the LooIT model, and; k is the number of explanatory variables 
in the model. The above can be more easily written as 
where z, == B, ... B,X ; .. B,X,. 
30 Lakhani, H. and (",ilro)" C. "Army Reenlistment and Extension Decisions by 
Occupation", Army Manpower Economics, Westview Press, pp. 225-256, 1984. 
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LOOIT analysis in this study was accomplished using an IBl\1 370 Model .1033 
computer located at the Naval Postgraduate School in !>''lontcrcy, California. The 
software used was the I 'oO[T procedure in the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) 
statistical programming pa(;kage 
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IV. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
The objectiv~ of this chapter is to present the results of preliminary data analysis 
pl:rformed on the DMDC 1979 lmd 1988 (;ohort files. The firsl section of thl: .:haptcr 
discusses the 1979 cohort, presenting results of frequency and cross-tabulation analysis 
performed on the limited data~et (see Chapter Ill, Section n, Subsection 3). The sewnd 
section offers the same analyses for the 1988 cohort flie. The third section provides the 
reader with graphical depictions of the changes observed in frequency and crass-
\flbuiation between 1979 and 19R& 
A. 1979 COHORT 
1. Frcqucnc), 
In examining the frequency of variable values for each field in the DMDC 1979 
cohort records, the lotal number of responses for a given variable is divided by the total 
number of records. yielding a percentage. This yield is the percentage of total enlistees 
who are described by the given variable. Results are graphically depicted in the figures 
below. while a summary tabk listing al l values obtained may be fo und at the end of the 
Figure 1 presents the frequency analysis for the Census District field. The South 
Census District is the largest single source for enlistees (35%), followed by the North 
Central District (24.3~'.). the North East District (22.4%). and the West District (17 .2%). 
"Other" areas account for a relatively low percentage (1.1%) of enlistees . 
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Figure I. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Census District. 
Figure 2 depicts the 1979 cohort group by age. The largest single age group is \8 
year olds. As age increases beyond 18, there is a noticeable dov.'llward slope to 
percentages registered by each successive age. 
1 0 .8 0.6 o .~ 0 3 0 ,1 
Figure 2. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Enlistment Age. 
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Figure 3 iliustrates the educational backgrounds of the 1979 enlistees. The largest 
percentage is clead y made up of enlistees with high schoo l diplomas. 
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Figure 3. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Highest Year of Education. 
Figure 4 shows thc frequency of male and female enlistees in the cohort group 
As noted inthc figure, males comprise 87.6% of the cohort group, while females account 
for only 12.4% of the tOlal 
(87.6%IM.", 
Figure 4. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Gender. 
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figure 5 illustrates the racial make-up of the 1979 cohort. Whites account for 
84.2% of the enlistees, while blacks and other minorities are 13.6% and 2.2%, 
respectively, of the entire cohort group. 
(64'2%lW1i!e.(2'2''' lO!her 
(13S ''' l8Iacl< 
Figure 5. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Race. 
Figure 6 pre:;ents the marital/dependent :;tatus of the cohort group. Single 
enlistees with no dependents are by far the majority of the cohort (94.6%). Married 
enlistees with no dependents (3.2%), married enlistees with one dependent (0.9%). and 
married enlistees with two dependeots (0.7%) are the only other :;ignificant variable 
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Figure 6. 1979 Cohort Frequency by MaritallDependem Status. 
Figure 7 illustrates the AFQT performance of the enlistees described in the cohort 
file Enlistees with scores in the second highest grouping (65-92%) account for the 
largest single variable group (32.1%). followed by those scoring in thl: 31-49% range 
(25 .5%). those scoring from 50-64% (18%). those scoring from 21-30% (11.5%). and 
those in the ranges 93-99%, \6-20%, and 10-15% (7.7, ].2. and 1.9% of the to tal sample. 




Figure 7. 1979 Cohort Frequency by AFQT Group. 
figWe 8 describes the 1979 cohort by the enlistees' prior service backgrounds. or 
the total sample, the vast majority (96.6%) had no prior service hackground. A very 
small percentage (0.7%) of enlistees had an prior Army service background. 
~~""I 
,~,'.~.-, I 
Pnof..s~ rviCe Na..,. 
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I 
figun: 8. 1979 Cohort Frequency hy Prior Service Experience. 
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Thc cmr)' status of the 1979 cohort is ilJustratt:d in rigurt: 9. A high percentage 
(83.9%) of cnlistees in the cohort entered a(;tiv~ duty from the DEP, CACHE, or a similar 
program. 1\ significant minority (16'%) of enlistees made the transition diredly to active 
duty, while a very small number (0.1 %) entered active duty from the reservt:s 
o lO ~ O 60 80 
o.ct'"'ct~"'''EJ' From DEP, CACH E, elo, 63.9 
R~,ervislloAotive Duly 0,1 
IntoDEf' 0 
Figure 9. 1979 Cohort Frequency hy Entry Status. 
Figure 10 presents the 1979 cohort by the enlistees' entry levd pay grade. While 
the majority of the sample records (62.5%) indicate entry at the £-1 levd, a suhstantial 
number of enlistees (J 1.2%) were inducted at the E-3 level A smaller number (6'!-':,) 
entered the service at the E-2 pay grade, 
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u.s 
Figure 10. 1979 Cohort Frequency by Entry Pay Grade 
Figure II presents the frequency of various enlistment options in the dataset As 
has been noted previously. the large number of records with "other" enlistment options 
makes it difficult to interpret the impact of the defined variables. Howcvcr, there are a 
large number (19.2%) of enlistees with a guaranteed advanced enlistment grade, a 
somewhat smaller number (11.2%) of enlistees with accelerated promotion and 
guaranteed training or skill options, and also enlistees with advanced enlistment grade 
(1.4%), guaranteed unit or geographic location (3%), and guaranteed training or skill plus 
the buddy program (2.3%). Various other combinations also account for a small 
percentage of total records. 
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Figure 1 J 1979 Cohort Frequency by Bonus Option. 
2. Cross-Tabulation 
The purpose of cro:;s-tahulating the data from the cohort data files is to begin to 
form an idea ahout what kinds of variables arc likely predictors of reenlistment behavior, 
and are therefore good candidates for inclusion in the LOGIT model. Each of Ihe 
variable values for each dataset field was cross tabulated with thl;.': loss file (see Chapter 
Ill ) \0 determine Ihe co-incidence of the given variable and retention beyond the initial 
four years. Results are graphically depicted in the figures below, while a summary tahlt: 
lis ting a ll values obtaim:d may be found at the end of the section 
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Figure 12 illustrates the 1979 cohort reenlistment rate by Census District. Whilc 
all of the variables have coincidence with an approximate percentage of reenlistment, 
"Other" (53.3%) clearly stands out, while "North Central" (44.76%) falls somewhat short 
of the othl:rs. 
Figure 12. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Ratc by Census District. 
Figure 13 presents the cross tabulation result for reenlistment rate by age. The 
general trend observed is that reenlistment rates increase with the age group of the 
enlistee. There are a few exceptions to the slope of increase, notably the 18,25, and 27-
year-old gruups, which jump ;thead in the ratc of reenlistment. 
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Figure \3 . 1979 Cohort Reenlistment R:'lte by Age 
Figure 14 illustrates reenlistment rates according to highest level of education 
achieved by the enlistee. The group with the highest rate of reenlistment (62.53%) is 
made up of those cnlistcl;.':s who possess a college degree. The lowest rccnlislmem rate 
(24.87%) is for individuals who have only om:: year of high school education. 
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Figure 14. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Highest Year of Education 
Figure 15 illustrates the rate of reenlistment by gender. While males (48.23%) 
have a higher reenlistment rate than females (45.46%). The difference is rather small. 
,.::: I ... n I 
Figure 15. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Gender. 
In Figure 16, the rate of reenlistment is broken do .... ", by maritaJldependent status. 
The graph indicates tlmt single enlistees who have dependents have a higher rate of 
reenlistment than those who are single. and that married enlistees are generally more 
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Figure 16. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Mari!alfDependent Status. 
Figure 17 presents the results of cross tabulation for reenlistment rate by AFQ"J 
score grouping . Though the slope of increase is by no means smooth, the graph generally 
indittlles that personnel with higher scores an: more likely to reenl ist. 
Figure 17. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by AFQT Group 
Figure 18 shows the reenlistment rate for the 1979 cohort by prior service record . 
The reenlistment rates for those enlistees with prior service experience arc higher than 
those of enlistees with no prior service experience. 
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Figure 1 H. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Prior Service Experience. 
As shown in Figure 19, the reenlistment rate for enlistees who corne to active duty 
from the reserves is fu lly 50%. Those enlistees who enter active duty from the DEP, 
CACi-{E, etc., have comparably high reenlistment rales. 
Figure 19. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Entry Status. 
Figure 20 illustrates the rate of reenlistment by entry level pay grade. The graph 
indicates that reenlistment rates increase with the pay grade awarded the enlistee upon 
enlistment. While the pay grades E5 and E6 are unlikely entry level pay grades. the jump 
in reenlistment rates for pay grades £3 and E4 is significant. 
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Figure 20. 1979 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Entry Pay Grade. 
Figure 21 illustrates the ratt: of reenlistment for the 1979 cohort group by the 
enlistment options indicated in the cohort file. Generally. those options involving 
advanced enlistment grades and/or accelerated promotion have higher reenlistment rates 
than the options involving guaranteed training or skill, guanmteed unit or geographic 
location, or the buddy program. 
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Figure 21. 1979 Cohort Rer;:nlistment Rate by EnlistmcllI Option. 
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TAllLE 1. Sununary of 1979 Cohon Variables and Reenlistment. 
Frequency No! Retained Retained 
Census District }\orth East 11,147 5,819 5,328 1 
of Origin 
North Central 12,101 6,684 5,417 
ISouth 17,436 8.790 8,646 
West 8,586 4,411 4.175 
Other 561 262 299 
Age at 17 6.873 4,022 2,851 
Enlistment 
18 18,812 9,710 9,102 
19 9,653 5,177 4,476 
20 4,698 2,412 2,286 
21 2.868 1,439 1,429 
22 2,017 978 1,039 
23 1,477 690 78 7 
24 1,025 491 534 
25 757 332 425 
26 477 224 253 
27 392 1)6 236 
128 319 144 175 
29 2ll 98 133 
30 162 64 98 
31 70 29 41 
Highest Year of 1-7 Years 12 8 
Education 
8 Years 148 109 39 
I Yr. High School 595 447 148 
2 Yr. High Schuul 1.930 1,391 ))9 
]-4 Yr. High School 3,677 2,321 1,356 
High School Diploma 35,885 17,773 18,1 12 
I Yr. College 1,796 80G 990 
2 Yr. College 1.428 GOO 828 
3-4 Yr. CulJege 512 207 305 
College Degree 435 ](i3 272 
Master's Degree 20 9 11 
Ductorate Degree 
High School GED 3,390 2.130 1.260 
Alternate Credentials 0 
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iGcnder Male 43,674 22.608 21.066 
I Female 6.157 3.358 2.799 
Marital/Depend Single-No Dependents 47,157 24,764 22,393 
ent Status 
Single- One Dependent 119 64 55 






Single-Six Dependents 0 
Married-No 1,592 726 866 
Dependents 
Married-One 458 207 25 1 
Dependent 
Married-Two 363 162 201 
Dependents 
Married-Three 83 22 61 
Dependents 




AFQT Score 1-9 23 14 
10-15 933 587 346 
16-20 1.590 921 669 
2 1-30 5.743 3.285 2.458 
3 1-49 12.727 7.509 5.218 
50-64 8.978 4,918 4.060 
65-92 16.011 7.310 8.701 
93-99 3.826 1.422 2.404 
Prior Service Non-Prior Service 48,160 25.242 22.918 
Record 
Prior Service-Anny 350 174 176 
Prior-Service Navy 120 50 70 
Prior Service-Air Force 105 40 65 
Prior Service-Marine 113 45 68 
Corps 
Other 
Other 976 413 563 
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Entry Status Direct to Active DUly 7,984 4,658 3,326 
From DEP, CACHE, 4 1,807 21,287 20,520 
Reservist to Active 36 18 IS 
Duty 
Into DEP 
Pay Gmde E-1 31,138 18,7 13 12,425 
E-2 3,002 1,610 1,392 
E 3 15,542 5,598 9,944 
[-4 94 31 63 
E5 52 14 38 
E-6 3 0 3 
En listment AG+ TS+UG--BP 107 44 63 
Options 
AG+UG+BP 13 
AG+UG 84 19 45 
AG ,"1 320 361 
AG+UG+TS 33 18 15 
AG Guarantee 9,556 3,670 5.886 
AG+BP 80 36 44 
AP+ TS-· UG+BP 11 
A P-UG+BP 2 
AP+UG 56 2 1 35 
AP 70 31 39 
AP+BP+TS 258 80 17R 
AP+TS 5,576 1,987 3,589 
AP+BP 15 8 
TS+UG+BP 28 19 
UG+BP 171 11 8 53 
UG 1.496 1.032 464 
TS+UG 233 152 81 
TS+BP 1,1 38 703 435 
TS 599 392 207 
Other 29.633 17.288 12.345 
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B. 1988 COHORT 
1. Frequency 
Figure 22 shows the geographical origins of the 1988 cohort by Ct:nSllS district. 
The hight:st percentage of enlistees (37.%) come trom the South Districl. while the next 
highest percentage (26.1%) are from the North Central Distric!. The West (19 .9%) and 
North East (15.9%) Districts account for the remainder oflhe enlistment group, with the 
exception ofa very small percentage (0.3%) that are recorded as "Other" 
(31.9 '4) 
Figure 22. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Census District. 
As shown in Figure 23, the largest single entry age group for the 1988 cohort is 
18-year-alds (36.9%). As might be expected, due to the nature of military service, the 
percentage of enlistees in higher age groups gradually tapers off to a very small 
percentage (0.4%) at the age of31. 
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Figure 23 . 1988 Cohort Frequency by Entry Age 
Figure 24 illustrates the make-up of the 1988 cohort by highest levd of education 
achieved. The vast majority of enlistees in the cohort (88.5%) are high school graduates. 
!\ suprisingly high percentage (4.3%) of the records indicate possession ofa doctorate. It 
is unclear whether or not this accurately represents the educational status of these 
individullls, or whether this statistic is the result of some I:ITOr. 
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Figure 24. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Highest Year of Education 
As shown in Figure 25, the enlistees in the 1988 cohort are made up of primarily 
males (89.2%). Fcmales (10.8%) account for a minority of the cohort group. 
<'O.R%lFema '" 
Figure 25. 19!!8 Cohort Frequency by Gender. 
Figure 26 breaks dovm the 1988 cohort by race. Whites (79.3%) account for the 
majority, while blacks (17.3%) arc a significant minority. Other races account for only 
3.4% of the membership. 
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Figure 26. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Race 
The marital/dependent status of the 1988 cohort is illustratt:d in Figure 27. i"he 
vast majority of enlistees in this group are single, with no dependents (94.2%). The only 
other signi ficant percentage in the group is that of enlistees who are single with four 
dependents (5.7%) . 
Sing1e-No o.,p~M~nt' ~i1ii •• IliiIlii~:;;-l 




Ml tried-Nco.,pend en t.!-o 
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M arlied.TW ODepen""~ 
Manied.Tl1",eDepend!-o 
figure 27. 1988 Cohort Frequency by MaritaJIDependent Status. 
Figure 28 presents the composition of the 1988 cohort by AFQT score grouping. 
Tbe highest percentage ofthc cohort (38.7%) are in the score range of 65-92%. followed 
by the range 31-49% (26.4%). the range 50-64% (23.6). and smaller groups of 5.9% and 
5.3% at the 21-30% and 93-99% ranges, respectively. 
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Figure 28. 1988 Cohort Frequency by AFQT Grouping. 
As illustrated in Figure 29, almost all of the enlistees in the 1988 cohort have no 
prior service background. 
Figure 29. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Prior Service Experience. 
Figure 30 shows the 1988 cohort by entry status. As indicated in the figure, 
almost ail of the enlistees (99.1%) entered active duty from a program such as the DEP, 
CACl .. IE, etc. A relatively small number (0.8%) entered active duty directly, while an 
even smaller number (0.2%) entered active duty from the reserves. 
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Figure ]0. J 9SI! Cohort Frequency by Enlry Status. 
Figure]] presents the composition of the 1988 cohort by entry pay grade. As 
evident in the figure, the majority (76.5%) of enlistees were awarded the pay grade Elan 




Figure 31. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Entry Pay Gradc 
Figure 32 shows the makeup of the 1988 cohort group hy recorded enlistment 
option. Seventy-two percent of the group membership arc recorded as having "other'" 
(Jptions. while a sign ificant minority (16.7%) were guaranteed accelerated promotion and 
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Figure 32. 1988 Cohort Frequency by Enlistment Option 
2. Cross-Tabulation 
I 
Figure 33 presents the results of cross tabulation for the 1988 cohort group by 
census district. The highest rate uf reenlistment (58%) is noted for enlistees in the 
category "other , but it must be remembered that this category accounted for a very small 
percentage of the group. Of the remaining districts, "south" and "wesC accounted for 
higher reenlistment rates (44.8% and 44.66%, respectively) than "north cast" and "north 
central" (41.14% and 42.75%, respectively). 
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Figure 33. 1988 Cohurt Rel:nli~tment Rlile by Census District 
Figure 34 presents the results of cross-tabulation for rel:nlistment rate hy age 
group. Generally, the reenlistmcil! rate increases with age. 
Figure 34. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate hy Entry Age. 
Figure 35 shov,-s the reenlistment rate for the 1988 cohort, broken dOV.11 by 
highest year of education achieved. As shown in the figure, Ihe rate of reenlistment 
increases with the level ofeducatiun u(;hieved by the enlistees. "lote that the: reenlistment 
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rate for enlis\l;::es with GEDs is generally higher than that for enlistees who have not 
graduated from high school nor received a (JED. 
Figure 35 . 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Highest Year of Education. 
Figure 36 shows the reenlistment rate for the 1988 cohort by gender. Recalling 
that females accounted for a linle more than ten percent of the cohort group, it is 
interesting to note that the two sexes arc within one percentage point of each other in 
terms of the reenlistment rate. 
,.::: I 
Figure 36. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Gender. 
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Fi gure 37 presents thc results of nass tabulation for thc cohort by 
marital/dependent status. It appears that married enlistees (with or without dependents) 
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Figure 37. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by MaritallDependent Status. 
figure 38 shows the reenlistment rate for Ihe 1988 cohort by AFQT score group. 
Generally. higher scores mean higher reenlistment rates. The high rates in the 10-15% 
and 93-99% categories (50% and 60.67%, respectively), it should be rcmemben:d, are 







Figure 38. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by AFOT Group. 
The 1988 cohort did not contain any members with prior service records other 
than the 2% who were in the second "other"· category, Figure 39 indicates Ihat43.64% of 
the enlistees in the cohort with no prior service record (which is 98% of the total cohort) 
chose to reenl ist. 
~""""~C'" I ::1:::::: P..,r Servi<:e-A~Fo"", PriorSe""",,·Mlme 01~er 
01n~r 4597 
Figure 39. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Prior Service Experience 
Figure 40 presents the reenlistment rate by entry status for the 1988 cohort. 
Recall that the vast majority of the enlistees (99%) entered active duty from a program 
such as DEP. CACHE. etc. This category of enlistee accounts for a slightly higher 
enlistment ratc than the others (43.7:!%. as compared with slightly ovcr 40% for each of 
the two other categories). 
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Figure 40. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Entry Status. 
Figure 41 indicates thaI the reenlistment Tale in Ihe 1988 cohort increases with 
high!:f entry level pay grades. The ratc of 100% for £6 accounts for thc nine individuals 
whose cohort file indicates an entry level pay grade of E6; all nine indicate cuntinued 
enlistment after four years. Again, it is nOI clear whether these individuals were actually 
awarded this rank or thc records contain errors 
Figure 41 . 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rale by Entry Pay Grade. 
The rates of reenlistment for the various categories of enlistment options for the 
]988 cohort arc illustrated in Figure 42. It must be remembered, however. that the on ly 
significant categories (detennined hy frequency) were "AU Guarantee", "AP+TS", and 
"Other". For these categories. the rates of reenlistment were 57 .83%. 56.94%. and 









Figure 42. 1988 Cohort Reenlistment Rate by Enlistment Option 
Figure 42 is an excellent example of both the limitation~ of cross-tabulation, and 
the need for multivariate regression analysis. The various percentages listed in the figure 
might lead one to take action; such action would be unwarranted. Though it is trul' that 
fully lifty percent of the enlistees in the flfSt category reenlisted, the significance of this 
statistic is reduced by the fact that there were only twenty individuals out of a total 
samplc of 59.173 for whom the reenlistment rate is applicable. As notcd in the figure on 
this variable field urffler "Frequency" above, this number did not even register a 
significant percentage. 
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TABLE 2, Summary of 1988 Cohort and Reenlistment 
Frequency "\Jot Retained Rdained 
Census District of NorthE(lst 9.385 5.524 3.861 
Origin 
North Central 15,447 8,843 6.604 
South 22,399 12,364 10.035 
\Vesl 11,792 6.526 5266 
Other 150 63 R7 
Age at Enlistment 17 4,343 2,707 1.636 
I' 21,!l60 12,424 9,436 
19 12,6711 7,369 5,309 
20 6,482 3,642 2,840 
21 3,91::3 2,169 1,814 
22 2,707 1,451 1,256 
23 2,031 1,035 996 
24 L536 767 769 
2) 1,038 527 511 
26 713 347 366 
27 )40 271 269 
28 420 204 216 
29 344 172 172 
30 282 131 151 
]1 216 104 112 
~~:,~:::": eM of 1-7 Years I' 14 
8 ):'ears 93 76 17 
1 l·r. High 479 389 90 
Schuul 
2 Yr. High 1.010 773 237 
School 
3-4 Yr. High \.277 917 360 
School 
High School 52,386 28,815 23,571 
Diploma 
I Yr. College 
2 Yr. College 477 201 276 
3-4 Yr. College 62 23 39 
College Degree 678 298 380 
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High School 2,537 1.728 809 
GED 
Alternate 123 67 56 
Credentials 
Gender Male 52.786 29.687 23,099 
Female 6.387 3.633 2.754 












Married·No 3.381 1.708 1.673 
Dependents 










AFQT Score 1-9 
10-15 
16·20 
21-30 3.138 2.076 1.062 
31-49 15.648 9.728 5.920 
50-64 13,959 8.626 5.]3] 
65-92 22.908 11.503 11.405 
9]-99 ].511 1.381 2.1]0' 
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Prior Sr:rvicl;.': Non Prior 57.983 32.677 2:1,306 
Record Service 





Prior Service 0 
Marine Corps I 
'Other 1.190 643 547 
Entry Status Direct to 444 266 178 
Active Duty 
From DEP. 58.625 32.992 25,633 
CACHE, etc. 1 
Reservist to 104 62 42 
Active Duty 
Into DEP 0 
Enlistment Pay E-1 45,272 27.215 1R,0571 
Grade 
E-2 3.743 1,977 1.766 
E-3 10,025 4,087 5,938 
E-4 92 32 60 
E-5 32 23 
£-6 9 




AG 509 243 266 
AG+UG+TS 28 12 16 
AG Guarantee 5.217 2,200 3,017 
AG, BP 33 17 16 





AP~BP+1S 44 13 31 
AP+TS 9,884 4,256 5,628 
AP+BP 
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TS+UG+BP IS 8 7 
UG+BP 7 6 1 
un 209 146 63 
TS+UG 213 143 70 
TS+BP 254 171 83 
TS 134 102 32 
Other 42,586 25,986 16,600 
C. COMPARISON 
The aim of this section is to compare the 1979 and 1988 cohorts to show 
differences in the descriptivc variables and rccnlistmcnt rates for each cohort. For each of 
the variable fields examined, a figure that graphically dcpicts thc net change is prcsented 
and discusscd. 
t. Net Change in Frequency Percentage 
Figure 43 show~ the change in frequency between the twu cohort groups 
according to geographic origin. While the percentage uf enlistees coming from the North 
East District dropped sharply (6.5%, the largest movement in any group), that from the 
North Central, South, and Wcst Districts rose slightly. There was al~o a small drop off in 
the percentage of enlistees originating from the "other" category. 
Figure 43. 1979- 1988 Nct Change - Enlistment Percentage hy Census District. 
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Between the 1979 and 1988 cohort, as shown in Figure 44, there was a decrease of 
6.5% in the 17-year-old age group as a percentage of the total membership. A much 
smaller drop is also 51;.':1;.':11 for the group comprised of IS-year-alds. There were 
corresponding increases in the percentage of enlistees 19 years of age or older, with the 
size of increase generally tapering off as age increa~ed , The mean age for the cohort 
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Figure 44. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Entry Age 
As shuwn in Figure 45, between 1979 and 1988 there was a substantial increase 
(16.5%) in the number of enlistees who possessed a high school diploma. There was also 
a significant decrease in the number of enlistees who had <I Graduate Equivalency 
Diploma (GED). 'Ibe percentage of enlistees in the cuhort group with one or more years 
of high school dropped from 1979 to 1988. Additiunal ly. the percentage of enlistees with 
college experience declined between the two cohon years 
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Figure 45 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Highest Year of 
Education. 
figure 46 dcpicts thc nct change in gender percentage experienced between the 
1979 and 1988 cohort groups. As shown in the figure. there was a 1.6% shift from 
female to male from one group to the other 
... ijil 
"m .. ~
Figure 46 . 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage hy Gender. 
The net change in percent enlistment by race is depicted in Figure 47. The 4.9% 
decrease in white enlistment was offset hy 3.7% and 1.2% increases in black and other 
minorities. respectively. 
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Figure 47. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Race 
Figun: 48 presents the net change in enlistment percentage by marital/dependent 
Between the 1979 and 1988 euhort years, the percentage of married enlistees 
without deplo:ndents increased by 2.5%. This increase was offset by decreases in most of 
the other categories, most notably in the categories which reflect mamed enlistees with 
dependents. 
Single·No Dependents 
Sing .... On & [)eoendenl 
Sing >e·TwoDependents 
S" gle.rn",e OependeM' 




M.med·rh~~ [)e pend enls 
Mam.d-FourDependenls 
M.nied -F",,, Dependenls 
I 
Figure 48 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Pereent.1ge by Marital!Depenck nt Status. 
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Figure 49 presents the net change in enlistment percentage by AFQT grouping. In 
gencral, the graph shows that test scores hetween 31 and 92 percent were more prevalent 
in thc 1988 cohort group than in the 1979 cohort group. 
10· 1$ 
16·20 
Figurc 49. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by AFQT Grouping 
As shown in Figure 50, the change in percentage enlistment hy prior service 
experience indicates small increases in the number of enlistees in the 1988 cohort with no 
prior service experience or prior scrvice in thc Anny over that found in the 1979 cohort. 
There aTe also unifurm decreases in the numbcr of cnlistees with prior service in thc 
Navy. Air Force, and Marine Corps, and a much larger decrease in the percentage of 
enlistees whose records indicate the second "other" category. 
Figure 50. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Prior Service 
Experience. 
As indicated in Figure 51, the effect of changing enlistment perccntages by entry 
status betwecn 1979 and 1988 was to shift 15.2% of the total cohort from "Direct to 
Active Duty" to "From DEP. CACHE, etc." 
-5 5 
~o,,,o'~'""LE" Frtlm DEP. CACHE . etc. 15 .2 
Re.e""st to Ac!",~ Duty 0.1 
Inlo~r 0 .0 
Figurc 51. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Perccntagc by Entry Status. 
Figure 52 presents the net change in percentage enlistment by cntry pay grade 
between the 1979 and 1988 cohort groups. The percentage of enlistees awarded the pay 
gradc "E3" decreased by 14.3%, offset hy a 14% increase in award of El and a 0.3% 
increase in the award for E2. 
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Figure 52. 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Entry Pay Grade 
Of note in the net change in percentage enlistment by enlistment option between 
the 1979 and 1988 cohort groups, as shown in Figure 53 , is the drop in guaranteed 
advanced enlistment grade. This corresponds to the information presented in Figure 52. 
This drop seems to be offset by a small increase in the number of enlistees receiving 
accelerated promotion plus guaranteed training or skilL and a substantial increase in the 
number of enlistees whose records reflect "other". 
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Figun: 53 . 1979-1988 Net Change -- Enlistment Percentage by Enlistment Option 
2. Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates 
OvcralL the tendency for an enlistee to serve beyond the initial four-year 
commitment declined from the cohort of 1979 to the cohort of 1988. Amon!; 1979 cohort 
members. 47.89% chose to reenl is t or extend. while 43.69% of the membership of the 
1988 cohort reenlisted or extended. 
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Figure 54 presents a graph whieh illustrates the net change in the percent of 
personnel who reenlist by census district of origin. As can be seen in the figure. 
decreases in the percentage of personnel who reenlisted from the North East, North 
Central, South, and West Districts are partially offset by an increase in percentage of 
lhose who were from "other" areas who reenlisted. 
rigure 54. 1979-1988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Census District. 
The change in reenlistment rate by cntry age, shown in rigurc 55, betwcen the 
1979 and 1988 cohorts is greatest for the age of 27 (a drop of 10.4%). The general 
indication is that the 1988 cohort reenlisunent group is made up of younger persOlmei 
than the 1979 cohort reenlistment group. Older sen'ice memhers in the 1988 group have 
relatively larger decn::ases in their reenlistment rate compared to their counterparts in the 
1979 cohort. 
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Figure S5 1979-1988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Entry Age 
Figure 56 illustrates the change in reenlistment behavior by educational 
background between the 1979 and 1988 cohorts. The rno;;! profound dmngc can be seen 
in the enlistees with only ont: year of college education. The percentage of cohort 
members in this category who continued to serve after four years declined dramatically in 
the 1988 cohort (55.1%). Generally, there was a decline in reenlistment rates across all of 
the educational background categories. Only in two categuries, "3-4 Years of College" 
and "Doctorate Degree," were there increases in reenlistment rates. 
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Figure 56. 1979-1988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Highest Year of Education 
Figure 57 indicates that the reenlistment rate for males declined more than that for 
females betw!;.":en the two cohon groups. Wbik both categories of enlistee had lower 
reenlistment rates, it is interesting to note that the deerea~e in female reenlistment was 
half that of male reenlistment, while there was a higher percentage of male enlistees in the 
1988 eohon group than in the 1979 eohon group, as discussed earlier. 
Figure 57. 1979-1988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Genu!;.":r 
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Figure 58 presents a graph illustrating the net change in perct:ntagc reenlistment 
by marita!ldcpendent status. As the figure shows, reenJistrntnt nIles declined more 
sharply for single enlistees than for married enlistees. 
S.,glc!-Two 
Sing"'·T~",e 
Single . Four 
Figure 58. 1979-1981:: !\'ct Changes in Reenlistment Rat!:s by Marital/Dependent Status. 
Figure 59 illustrates the change in reenlistment rate by AFQT score group 
Between the two cohort years, the rCl:nlistmcnt ralt: declined by a smaller margin as test 
scores increase. [n other words, the decline in reenlistment rates from 1979 to 1988 took 
place primarily at lower levels of I\FQT test scores Specifically, the lowest test score 
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Figure 59 1979-1988 Nel Changes in Reenlistment Rates by AFQT Grouping. 
While reenlistment rates declined sharply for an prior servi~e groups between the 
1979 and 1988 cohort groups, as shown in Figure 60, the decline in reenl istment for 
enlistees with no prior service background was remarkably low (3.9%). The high 
percentage decrea"c found in the other categories is deceptive, however, as they represent 
a small percentage of enlistees in both cohort groups. 
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Figure 60. 1979- 1988 Nel Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Prior Service Experience . 
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As sho\V11 in Figure 61 , the decline in reenlistment rate~ by entry status between 
tbe 1979 and 1988 cohort groups is lowest in the category of "Direct to Active Duty". 
For the categories that reflect enlistl:es who enter active duty from a program such as 
DEP, CACHE, etc. from the reserves, or entry into DEP, the drop in reenlistment rate is 
larger 
I ~"'"'"" ~':"rr---' ~".,'":a-'.:!!!---i-," J -----, 
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Figure 61. 1979-1988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Entry Status. 
Figure 62 illustrates the net ehange in reenlistment rate by entry pay grade 
between the 1979 and 1988 cohort groups. Though there is a small increase in the rate of 
reenlistment for E2 enlistees. the remaining pay grade groups all indicate a decrease in 
reenlistment rate between the two cohon groups. This decrease is most profound for pay 
grade E3, where the reenlistment rate dropped by 4.8% between the cohort years. 
1.2 _ 
I" 
Figure 62 . 1979-1 988 Net Changes in Reenlistment Rates by EntT)' Pay Grade 
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figure 63 illustrates the net change in reenlistment ratc by enlistment option 
betwccn the 1979 and 1988 cohon groups. While there are indications of small to large 
changes in reenlistment rates, the radical differences noted between the make-up of the 
two cohort groups across these categories, combined with the extremely high percentage 
of enlistees with option "other," make it difficult to draw any kind of conclusion 
whatsoever based upon this infonnatian. While the 100% decrease in reenli~tment by 
personnel who enlisted with advanced pay grade, unit or geographical guarantee, and 
buddy program options is surely insignificant (there were no records indicating 
membership in this category in the 1988 cohort), the small decrease in reenlistment for 
those in category "other" is probably indicative of the overall slight dl>:cline in 






Figure 63. 1979-1988 Ne! Changes in Reenlistment Rates by Enlistment Option 
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V. LOGIT MODEL RESULTS 
This chapter pn::sents the results of LOOIT model analysis of the probability 
effect of variolls individual enlistment characteristics on retention after four years. The 
first section of the chapter discusses the construction of the LOOIT model itself, 
including the development of binary variables based upon the DMDC dataset variable 
fields that were found to be significant in Chapter IV. The second and third sections of 
the chapter present the results of the model constructed for analyzing the 1979 and 1988 
cohon files, respectively. The third section of this chapter compares the model results 
from C(lch cohort year 
A. MODEL CONSTRUCTION 
The following subsections present information on LOOIT model variables, the 
base case (or reference group), and hypothesized model results fhis information is 
summllrized in Appendix C. 
1. Variables 
In order to construct a LOGIT model, a series of binary variables is crcated to 
renect the enlistment characteristics found in the cohort file. TIle following hi nary 
variables werc created based upon the DMDC cohort variable fields (a "yes" or" I' value 
indicates the variable to be truc): 
SOUTH •. indicflting that thc enlistee is from the South Census District or 
from "other" Census District 
NOREAST - indicating that the enl istee is from the North EllS! Census District 
CElvTRAL .• ind icating that thc enlistee is from the North Central Census 
District 
WEST .. indicating that the enlistee is from the West Census District 
NHSGD·· indicating that the enlistee is not a high school graduate 
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GED -- indicating that the enlistee's highest educational achievement is 
attainment of a Graduate Equivalency Diploma 
IlSGD -- indicating that the enlistee is a high school graduate 
COLLEGt.' -- indicating that the enlistee ha~ one or more years of college, or a 
college degree 
rOlJTH -- indicating that the enlistee is Wlder 17 
MIDAGE -- indicating that the enlistee is between 18 and 20, inclusive 
OLD -- indicating that the enlistee is over the age of 20 
MALE-- indicating that the enlistee is a male 
FEMALE -- indicating that the enlistee is a female 
WHn'E -- indicating that the enlistee's racial cla~sification is "white" 
BLACK -- indicating that the enlistee's racial classification is "black" 
OTHERACE -- indicating that the enlistee's racial classification is other than 
"white" or "black" 
S."WEP -- indicating that the enlistee is single with no dependents 
T'WDEP -- indicating that thc enlistee has dependents 
Ml'lDEP -- indicating that the enlistee is married with no dcpendents 
NONT'SERV -- indicating that the enlistee ha~ no prior service record 
PSERV -- indicating that the enlistee ha~ a prior servicc record 
NFROMDEP -- indicating that the enlistee has not entered the servicc from 
the Delayed Entry Program, the CACHE program, etc. 
FROMDEP -- indicating that the enlistee has entered the service from the 
Delayed Entry Program, the CACHE program, etc. 
CAT!·- indicating that the enlistee has an AFQT score in Category 1 (93-99%) 
CATll -- indicating that the enlistee has an AFQT score in Category II (65-
92%) 
CATllfA .- indicating that the enlistee has an AFQT score in Category IlIA 
(50-64%) 
CATlIlE -- indicating that the cnlistee has an AFQT score in Category illS (1-
49%) 
OTHEROT'T -- indicaling that the subject enlisted with "other"' enlistment 
options 
ADVGRADE -- indicating that the subject enlisted with the "advanced 
enlistment grade"' option 
ACCPROMO -- indicating that the subject enlisted with the "accelerated 
promotion" option 
GUATRAIN -- indicating that the subject enlisted with the ··guaranteed 
training'· oplion 
GEOGRAPH -- indicating thai the subject enlisted with the ··guaranteed unit 
or geographic location"' option 
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2. Base Case 
In accordance with established procedures for constructing a LOGIT model (see 
Chapter Ill), a "base case" wa~ chosen to provide a refen::n~e point from which to 
detenninc probabilities for the remaining variables. In this instance, the base case 
describes an enlistee who is' 
From the South or Other Census Districts 
Not a high school graduate (or recipient ofa QED) 
Between the ages of 18 and 20, inclusi ve 
Male 
While 
Singk with no dependents 
Not a prior service member 
Not enl ist ing from the Delayed Entry Program, CACHE, etc. 
In AFQT Category 1118 (1-49%) 
Enlists with "other" enlistment option(s) 
3. Hypothesized Results 
For the remaining variables (those not expressed in the base case), there are 
expected effects on reenlistment probabilities. These hyputhesized effects an:: expressed 
below by a '"+" or "-" to indicate, respectively, a positive or negative effcct on 
























B. 1979 COHORT MODEL RESULTS 
Due to the fact that the data in the cohort files was reorganized into binary (or 
"dummy") variables for use in the LOGIT model. the revised distributions for each model 
variable category are presented below. 
Figure M illustrates the distribution of origin by census district for each of Ihc 
dummy variables used to reflect the geographic origin ofenlislees. 
Figure 64. 1979 LOGIT Mode! Variables: Distribution by Census District 
Figure 65 shows the breakdown of the category of variables which reflect the age 
of enlistees. The va.~t majority of the 1979 cohort (66.6%) reflect membership in the 
"MIDAGE'· group, and 'OLD" and ··YOUTH" accoW1t for 19.7% and 13 .8% of the to\al. 
respectively. 
113.6%1 YOUTH 
Figure 65. [979 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution hy Age Group. 
The majority of the [979 cohort, m; shown in Figure 66, arc high school graduates 
(72%). The next largest group ([2.8%) arc non-high school graduates, while individuals 
with some college experience and individuals with a high school GED make up 8.4% and 
6.8% of the sample, respectively. 
(6 .&'Io) GEO 
~112.e''')~lSGO 
(72 0%) HSGD ~ la_~',I, )CN~fGE 
Figure 66. 1979 LOGIT Model Variablt:s: Distribution by Education 
Figure 67 shows that males represent 87.6% of the =ple for the 1979 cohort. 
while females account for only 12.4% 
Figure 67. 1979 LOGIT Model Variabb: Distribution by Gender. 
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In Figure 68, one can see that whites makc up the majority of the 1979 cohorl 
(84.2%), while blacks and other minori ties (lccount for 13 .6% and 2.2%, respectively 
Figure 68. 1979 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution by Race 
The three binary variable groups created to represent marital/dependent status are 
represented in Figure 69. The largest group (94.6%) are single, with no dcpendents. 
while enlistees with dependents (2.2%) and married enlistees without dependents (3.2%) 
represent much smaller minorities. 
"" '""". 
[3 .2''' ) MNUEP 
(~2·") P'M)EP 
Figure 69. 1979 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution by MaritallDependent Status. 
The largest portion of the 1979 cohort depicted in Figure 70 are those in Category 
II (38.5%). A slightly smaller percentage are in Category 1118 (30.6%), while Categories 
lIlA and J account for the remainder (21.6% and 9.2%. respectively). 
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Figure 70. 1979 LOGIT Mudel Variables: Distribution by AFQT Category . 
Almost all of the 1979 cuhurt membership had no prior service record, as shovm 
in Figure 71 Only 3.4% Oflhc cohort had a prior service background. 
196.7%)NONPSERV. (3 ~%JPSERV 
Figure 71. 1979 LOGTT Model Variables: Distribution by Priur Service Record 
The majority of the 1979 sample group show membership in the 'FROMDEP" 
category (83.9%). Only 16.1% fall into the "NFROMDEP" group 
Figure 72. 1979 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution by OCP Status. 
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Figure 73 shows the distribution of the 1979 eohort across the model variables 
intended to reflect enlistment options. As is appan:nt in tht: figure, the majority of 
enlistees (59.5%) arc in the "OTHEROPT" C<ltcgory. 
Figure 73. 1979 LOGIT Modd Variables: Distribution by Enlistment Option 
Table 3 presents the results of the LOGTT modd for the 1979 cohort. 
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T ABLE 3. Coefficients for Cohan 1979 First Term I 
Reenlistment 
NumhcrofObservations : 49831 
Number which Reenlisted: 23865 
Variable EXllected Coefficient Error Probability 
Sign @ 
fNTERCPT -Ll207 0.0410 -0.5367 
NOREAS1 0.0045 0.0253 -0.0021 
CENTRAL -0. 1470 0.0249 -0.0704 t 
WEST -0.0215 0.0280 ·0.0 103 
(JED ·0.0526 0.0465 -0.0252 
HSGD 0.4871 0.0308 0.2333· 
COLLEGE 0.3691 0.0479 0.1768 * 
YOUTH -0.0604 0.0289 -0.0289 h 
OLD 0.0055 0.0276 0.0026 
FEMALE -0.1213 0.0290' -0.0581 .. 
BLACK 0.4577 0.0289 0.2192 .. 
OTHERACE 0.3469 0.0636 0.1661 + 
PWDEP 0.1664 0.0658 0.0797 .. 
lvfNDEP 0.1138 0.0547 0.0545 H 
PSERV 0.303 1 0.0558 0.1452 .. 
FROMDEP 0.2933 0.0267 0.1405 .. 
CAT[ 0.5280 0.0405 0.2529 .. 
CAllI 0.3510 0.0242 0.1681 .. 
CATI1IA 0.1604 0.0267 0.0768 .. 
ADVGRA.DE 0.6070 0.0257 0.2907 .. 
ACCPROMO 0.7320 0.032 1 0.3506 .. 
GUATRAIN -0.1 764 0.0488 0.0845 .. 
GEOGRA.PH -0.2839 0.0559 -0.1360 .. 
'Chi-Square 3332.388 \vith 22 Degrees of Freedom 
Concordance ratio - 64.1 % 
• Significant at the 99 Percent Confidence Level 
.. Significant at the 95 Percent Confidence Level 
@ Probabilities calculated u~ing B(P)( 1-P) 
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Tilis model was tested to ensure freedom from problems ofmuiti-colinearity. The 
model results indicate several variables that have a negative influence nn the probability 
of reenlistment. Being from the North Central Census District meant that a member of 
the 1979 cohort was significantly less likely 10 reenlist. Being a member of the group 
identified by "YOUTH" (e.g., being 17 years of age) also meant a significant decrease in 
the probability of reenlistment, as did being a female, receiving guaranteed training as an 
enlistment option, and receiving a unit or geographic duty station guarantee. Eacb of 
these negative influences on probability was significant at the 9S percent confidence 
level, with the exception ofbcing 17 years of age, which was significant at the 99 percent 
confidence level. Otber variables that lowered reenlistment probability, but were not 
statistically significant, were: being from the North East Census District, being from the 
West Census District, and having a high school GED 
Positi ve influences on probability of retention are also present in the model 
results. Being a high scbool graduate increased the probability of retention after four 
years. Suprisingly, and in contradiction to previous findings as presented in Chapter II. 
being a college graduate increased the prohability of service beyond the four-year mark 
for the 1979 cohort. This finding was significant at the 95 percent confidence level. The 
portion of the sample described by the variable "OLD" were also more likely to reenlist 
thaI their cOlUlterparts, even though this level of probahility was not significant. Being 
black or being from another race also made it more probable that an enlistee would 
reenlist, and both of these increases in probability were significant at the 95 percent 
confidence level. Being an cnlistec with dependents increased the probability of 
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reenlistment, and this increase was significant at the 95 percent confidence level. Married 
enlistees who had no dependents were morc likely to reenlist, according to the model 
results. and this result was significant at the 99 pen.:ent confidence level. Having a prior 
service background, and entering active duty from the DE? were hoth characteristics that 
increased the probability of reenlistment, and these probabilities were both significant at 
the 95 percent confidem.:e level. An AFQT score that placed an enlistee in Categories I, 
II, and iliA, having an advanced grade upon enlistment, and having guaranteed 
accelerated promotion as an enlistment option al! increased the probability of 
reenlistment, and all of these observations were significant at the 95 percent confidence 
level. 
C. 1988 COHORT MODEL RESULTS 
Figure 74 illustrates the makeup ufthe 1988 cohon group in tenns of the LOGIT 
model variables. The largest portion of the sample is represented by the "SOUTH" 
variable (37.9%). The "CENTRAL" variable group accounts for the next highest 
percentage of the total sample (26.1 %), while "WEST", "NOREASr', and 
"OTHERAREA" are responsible for 19.9%, 15.9%, and O.3%ofthe sample, respectively. 
Fi gure 74. 1988 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution by Censu~ District. 
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Figure 75 represents the distribution of the 1988 cohort sample across the 
variables intended to represent age group. The majority of the 1988 sample (69.3%) fall 
into the group represented by "MIDAGE" followed by the "OLD' group (23.3%) and the 
"YOUNG" group (7.3%). 
Figure 75. 1988 LOGIT Mode! Variables: Distribution by Age Group. 
Education is reflected hy the variables depicted in Figure 76. As with the 1979 
cohort group, the majority of the sample are in the category representing high school 
graduates (88.5%). The remainder of the sample fall into the categories reflecting high 
school GED (4.5%), non-high school graduate (4.9%), and some college (2.1%) . 
• '. " '"'" (~9"', NHSGD (~~.5%) HSGD (Z.1%) COLLEGE 
Figure 76. 1988 LOGIT Model Variables: Distribution by Education. 
Figure 77 shows thl: distribution of the 1988 sample across the model variables 




Figure 77. 1988 LOGIT Model Variables: Oistribution by Gender. 
Figure 78 shows the distribution of the 1988 cohort sample across the variables 
reflecting race. The majority of the sample reflects an affinnalive value for the variable 
"WHITE" (79.3%), while blacks and other races account for 17.3% and 3.4% of thc 
sample, respectively 
Figure 78 1988 LOGlT Model Variables: Distribution by Racc. 
Figure 79 presl;.":nts the percentage make up of the 1988 cohort sample by the 
LOGIT model variables intendcd to reflect maritalldependent status. The majority of the 
sample rl;.":fleets membership in the category representing singk enlistees with no 
dependents (94.2%), while married enlistces with no dependents and enlistees with 





Figure 79. 1988 LOOIT Mode! Variables: Distribution by MaritallDcpcndcnt Status 
The distribution of the 1988 cohort sample across LOGIT model variables 
intended to reflect AFQT score grouping is depicted in Figure 80. The largest single 
group in the sample are in CAnI (40.9"10), while CArJIIB, CATIlIA, and CATi account 
for 27.9%, 24.9%, and 6.3% of the sample, respectively. 
Figun: 80. 1988 LoolT Model Variables: Distrihution by AFQT Category 
As shown in Figure 81, almost all ofthl: 1988 cohort sample is represented by the 
model variahle representing no prior sen'iel;; experience (98.0%). Only 2.0% of the 
sample reflect a value of I for the model variable "PSERV." 
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Figure 81. 1988 LOGIT Model Variables: Di~tribution by Prior Service Record 
As illustrated in Figure 82, almost all of the 1988 cohort sample fall into the 
category represented by the model variable "FROMDEP" (99.1%), indicating that the 
enli~tces entered active duty from a program such as DEP or CACHE. Only 0.9% of tile 
sample are represented in the variable "NFROMDEP". 
(9G.l %)FROMDEP (O_9%INFROMDEP 
Figure 82. 1988 LOGIT Model Variables: Oistribution by DEP Status. 
As shown in Figure 83, the majority ofthl: 1988 cohort sample are repre~l:nted by 
the model variable "OTI-IEROPT," refkcting the category of enlistment option 
represented in the DMDC cohort file as ·'Other". 
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Figure 83. 1988 LoolT Model Variables: Distributiun by Enlistment Option . 
Tablt:: 4 prt::sents the LOGIT mood results for the 1988 cohort group. 
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Chi-Square 2943.629 v.ith 22 Degrees of Freedom 
Concordance ratio 62.1 % 
.. Significant at the 99 percent confidence level 
•• Significant at the 95 percent confidence level 






















-0.121 2 .. 
-0.1496 .... 
This model was tested to ensure freedom from problems of multi-co linearity The 
most drastic positive influences in reenlistment probability for reenlistment for the 1988 
cohort group Loon modd were found to be collegc experience, being a high school 
graduate, and being in thc top category of AFQT scores. Once again, this refutes thc 
contentions of previous studies rcgarding thc negative effect on probability of retention 
created by higher levels of education or higher menta! ability (as measured by test 
scores). 
Negative effects on prohability were found to derive from thc following 
characteristics: being [rom the North East or Central Census Districts, being 17 years of 
age or younger, being female, and having guaranteed training or skill or unit or 
geographic location as enlistment options. 
D. COMPARISON 
Figure 84 depicts the change in distribution of cohort mcmbership across the 
LOO IT model variables between the 1979 and 1988 cohort groups The geographic 
distribution of enlistees shifted from the Northeast Census District, and. to a lesser 
degree, from other areas, to the Central, South, and West Census Districts. The 
proportion of 17 year olds (marked by "YOUTH") dropped, to bc replaced by more 
enlistees in the old and mid. age groups. The percentage of non.high school graduates, 
enlistees with college experience, and, somewhat less so, OED rccipients were displaecd 
by a sharp increase (16.8%) in high school graduates. The gender makeup of the cohort 
groups shifted from female to male by 1 .56%. White enlistment was do\\1l, offset hy 
enlistment of blacks and other minority races. The percentages of single enlistees with no 
dcpendents and enlistees with dependents diminishcd, with a corresponding increase in 
the percentage of married enlistt:es with no dependents. While the highest categol)' of 
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AFQT score fell slightly as a percentage of the total cohort make-up, the percentage in 
the twO successive categories increased sharply. Enlistees with no prior service 
background increased slightly over those with prior service backgrounds. There were 
more personnel in the 1988 cohon arriving to active duty from the DEP. The percentage 
of the cohort group with advanced enlistment grade as an enlistment option was do\\'Jl 
significantly in 1988, those with guaranteed training and geographic or unit location were 
slightly lower, and those with accelerated promotion slightly higher. The percentage of 
cohort members with "other" enlistment options was markedly higher. Overall, 






Figure 84. LOG1T Model Variables· 1979- 1 988 Net Change in Distribution 
Table 5 compares the LOGIT model results for the two cohort groups. It is 
apparcnt that tbe propensity for someone to rcenlist who was from the North East Census 
District declined over the years. though the negative impact of bcing from Ihis ecnsus 
district was only significant at the 95 pcrcent confidence level for the 1988 cohort 
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Someone from the Central Census District, however, was significantly less likely to 
reenlis t in either cohort group, although thc degree of th is change in probability was less 
severe for the 1988 group. From a small (but insignificant) decrease in probability [or 
reenlistment to a small (but still insignificant) increase in probability, there was only a 
small change for the influence of being from thc West Census District. Vlhi!e having a 
high school graduate equivalency diploma had a negative yet insignificant effect on 
probability of reenlistment in the 1979 cohort, the effect was significant and positive for 
the 1988 cohort. Being a high school graduate and having some college experience were 
responsible for significant increases in probability for both cohort years, and the levd of 
increase in probability was up from the 1979 cohort to the 1988 cohort. Enlis tees who 
were 17 years of age at entry into active duty were even less likely to reenlist after four 
years if they joined in 1988 than they were if they joined in 1979. Females were less 
likely to reenlist for both cohort groups, though this effect was less in the 1988 cohort 
group. While being black increased the probability of reenlistment in both cohort groups, 
this effect was less pronounced in 1988 than it was in 1979, this trend wa~ repeated for 
other races as well. The net effect on reenlistment rates for enlistees having dependents 
changed between the 1979 cohort group and the 1988 cohort group from a slight decrease 
in probability to a slight increase in probabili ty. Married enlistees with no dependents 
were slightly less likely to reenlist in the 19118 cohort group than they wcn: in the 1979 
cohort group, though in both instances the effect wa~ to increase the probability of 
reenlistment. Prior service experience continued to be a stimulus to reenlistment 
probability in the 1988 cohort, bUi less so than it had been in 1979. A similar movement 
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was present for enlistees. The tendency toward reenlistment exhihited hy enlistees with 
AFQT scores in Categories I, II, and IlIA was maintained and increased. This increase in 
probahil ity for reenlistment increased along with test scores, which sharply contradicts 
previous study findings as presented in Chapter II. The increase in probability of 
reenlistment due to advanced pay grade on enlistment was somewhat lower in the 19XX 
cohort group than it had been in the 1979 cohort group, and while accelerated promotion 
options continued to increase the probability of retention from one cohort to the uther. the 
impact was less in 1988 than it had been in 1979. Finally. the decrease in reenlistment 
probabilities anributable to the enlistment options for guaranteed training and uni t or 
geographic location guarantee was more pronounced in 1988 than in 1979. 
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Logit r.,·lodel Results, 1979· 1988. I 
Cohort 79 Cohort 88 79 to 88 
Variahle Expected Change in Change in Cbange in I 
Sign Probabilif)' Probabilif)' Prohability 
NOREA,SI -0.0021 -0.0515 .. -0.0494 
CENTRAL -0.0704 * -0.0375 .. 0.0329 ... 
WEST ·0.0103 0.0064 0.0167 
GED -0.0252 0.0958 .. 0.1210 
HSGD 0.2333 .. 0.3515 .. 0.1182 ... 
COLLEGE 0. 1768 * 0,3823 .. 0.2055 ... 
YOUTH -0.0289 ** -0.0557 .. -0.0268 ". 
OLD 0.0026 0.0329 .. 0.0303 
FEMALE -0.0581 * 0.03361* 0.0245 ". 
BLACK 0.2192 .. 0.1416 .. -0.0776 ". 
OTHERACE 0.1661 .. 0.1687 .. 0.0026 ... 
PWDEP 0.0797 .. -0.0360 -0.1157 
MNDEP 0.0545 ** 0.0739* 0.0194 ." 
PSERV 0.1452 .. 0.003 1 -0.1420 
IFROMDEP 0.1405 .. 0.0279 -0.1126 
CAT! 0.2529 * 0.3542 .. 0.1013 ...... 
CAT!I 0.1681 * 0.2242 .. 0.0561 ... 
CAT!I1A 0.0768· 0.0869 .. 0.0 10 1 ..... 
ADVGR.!\DE 0.2907 .. 0.2120· -0.0787 u* 
ACCPROMO 0,3506 .. 0.2194'· -0.131 2 u. 
GUAl"RAIN -0.0845 .. -0.12 12'· -0 .0368 .... 
GEOGRAPH -0.\360 .. -0.\496 ** -0.0136 u* 
Significant at the 99 Percent Confidence Level 
** Significant at the 95 Percent Confidence Levcl 1;·" Hoth Significant abovc the 95% Confidence 
Level for 79' and 88' I 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
rhe initial objectives of this n:st:arch were to identify background characteristics 
of the 1979 and 1988 enlisted cohorts, as recorded in the OM DC cohort data files, and to 
attempt to correlate those characteristics to retention data. It was hoped that this would 
provide conclusions about the influence and significance of said characteristics on the 
probability of retention after an initial [OUI years cuntract. A further objective was to 
examine the change observed in the enlistment characteristics between the 1979 and 1988 
cohort groups 
Chapkr II presented a review of several previous studies in the subject area II 
was notcd that sttldies examined both objective data, such as age upon enlistment and 
educational background, and subjective data, such as job satisfaction. Some of these 
studies employed ohjective data; while some relied upon the use of surveys to collect 
infonnation upon which to make analysis and base conclusions. Among the results of 
note were the following: personnel with higher levels of education have been found to 
have a significantly lower probahility of reenlistment; married service mcmbers, and 
service membcrs with depcndent children, have been found to be significantly more likely 
to reenlisllhan unmarried personnel or personnel with no dependent children; males have 
becn considercd more likely to reenlist than females; and minorities have been found to 
be more likely to reenlist than whites. 
Chapler IV discussed thc preliminary analysis of data found in the 1979 and 1988 
cohort files . In ]979, the largest percentage of I:nlistees for each variahle category 
cxamincd were: from the South Ccnsus District; 18 ycars of agl:; high schuol graduates. 
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male; white; single with no dependents: in the AfQT score range of 65·92'%: non-prior 
scrvic(;:; from a program such as DEP, CACHE, cIC.; enli~tcd at pay grade E-I; and, had 
"other" enlistment options. The highest reenlistment mles were fOlUld to be the foHowing 
groups for each calegOf)" "other'" Census District; 30 years of lIgc: college graduate; 
male: single with four dependents; AfQT score range of 93. 99%; "other" prior service 
background; reservist to active duty; pay grade E-6; advanced promotion, unit or 
geographic location guarantee, and buddy program enlistment option. The most notable 
change in frequency for the 1988 cohort was that the increase in the percentage of 
enlistees was found in the AFQT score range of 65-92%. The changes in highest 
reenlistment rates for each category observcd for thc 1988 group were: a shift from 
collegc graduatc to 3-4 years of college; reenlistment rates being equal for males and 
females; a shift from single with lour de~ndents to single with six dependents, and; lor 
enlistment options, advanced promotion plus huddy program rising to equal the 
reenlistment rate for advanced promotion, guaranteed training ur skill, unit or geogrllphic 
locatiun, and buddy program. 
from 1979 to 1988, the following additional changes in frequency were notcd: a 
sharp decline in enlistees coming from the North East Census District; the median age at 
enlistment increased from 19,28 in 1979 to 19.61 in 1988, and there was a sharp drop in 
the enlistment of 17-year-olds: the percentage of high school graduates was up, while the 
percentage of GED recipients was down: white enlistment declined in favor of minority 
enlistment: there was a higher percentagc of married cnlistees with no dependcnts: there 
were higher perccntages of enlistees in the top half of AFQT scores, and fewcr in the 
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hettom half; there was an increase in percentagc of tnlistces with no prior scrvict 
experience or with prior service in the Anny; a highcr percentage of enlistces came from 
DEP; and, there were fewer personnel enlisting with pay grade E-3 
Between 1979 and 1988, the following changes in the reenlistment rate~ for the 
variable categories were noted: higber rates for "other areas", and lower rales for all of 
the other Census Districts; bigher rates for younger personnel, and lower rates for older 
personncl; luwer rales across the board in the education category; a drop in the rate of 
male reenlistment that is twice that of the drop in female reenlistment; significant 
decreases in the reenlistment rale for lower AFQT scores, and much smaller decreases in 
the reenlistment rates for higher AFQT scores; declines across the board in the prior 
service and entry status catcgorie~, and; declines in the rates for the entry pay grade 
category fo r every value except pay grade E-2 
Significant influences on the probability of reenlistment were obtained through 
the usc of a LOGIT regression model, as discussed in Chapter V. In 1979, the following 
charactcristics meant that an enlistce was significantly less likely to reenlist: being from 
the North Central Census District, being 17 years of agc, being a female, and receiving 
guaranteed training and unit or geographical location guarantees as enlistment options 
Significant increases in the probability for reenlistment were found for the followi ng 
characteristics; being 8 high school graduate, having college experience, being older. 
bcing a minorit)', having dtpt:ndents. being married wilh no dependents, having a prior 
service background. entcring active dUly from DEP, and having an AFQT scorc in the lop 
three score ranges 
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In 1988, college experience, being a high school graduate. and being in the top 
category of AFQT scores again had a positive effect on the probability for reenlistment. 
Simi larly, negative influences on probability were found to occur as a result of being 
from the North East or Central Census Districts, being 17 years old, being female, and 
receiving guaranteed training and unit or geographical location guarantees as enlistment 
options. 
Because of the inconsistencies identified in thc cohon data files, it is 
recommended that no recruiting policy decisions be made upon the basis of these results 
until thcy arc confinued by a broader analysis. Further, it is recommended that the cohort 
data files be reviewed 10 ensure the accuracy of values contained in the variable fields. 
Once this is accomplished, an interesting research objective for future study would be to 
examine the changing characteristics of the cohort group over the first four years of 
enlistment using the yearly update fields contained in the cohort files. It would be useful 
to know how, for instance, changes in marital or educational status affect the probability 
of retention after four years. This was anempted during the course of this research. but 
inconsistencies in the data set prevented meaningful results. 
Despite the above, it can be said thaI the conventional wisdom regarding retention 
of individuals with "higher mental capacity" and higher levels of education should be 
reviewed. The results of this thesis indicate thaI it is precisely these individuals who are 
most likely to be retained aftcr the first four years of service. Additionally. due to the 
abundance of recommendations found in the literatun: review. it is possible to 
recommend continuing the Navy's emphasis on quality-of-life programs, though no 
101 
examination of the results of such programs is possible with the data employed in this 
work 
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APPENDIX A. LOGIT MODEL CODE 
For the 1979 LOOlT model 
IITHESIS79 JOB USER"S1643.CLASS"C 
1/ EXEC SAS 
I!WORK 00 UNIT "SYSOA.SPACHCYL.(3BO.140).RLSE) 
I/SASIN 00 0ISMHR.OSN"MSS.NB067.COHORT79 
IISYSIN DO· 
OPTION LlNESIZE " 80 MEMSIZE " 30M NOOATE; 
DATA ONE; 
SET SASIN.COHORT79(REAO" TRACK); 
IF ACCESSVC" 2; 
IF ENLTERM:= 4; 
IF ENTRYAGE >= 17 AND ENTRYAGE <= 31; 
IF AFOTGRPS:> 0; 
IF ENLOPT:> 0; 
IF CDISTRCT:> 0; 
IF HIYREDUG:> 0; 
IF SEX> 0; 
IF RACE> 0; 
IF MARST_DP > 0; 
IF ENTRSTAT> 0; 
IF ENTRGRAD > 0 AND ENTRGRAD <= 6; 
IF ETHNIC> 0; 
ENTRY_M = ENTRYDTY'12 + ENTRYDTM; 
IF ENTRY _M >= 946 AND ENTRY_M <= 957; 
SEP _M = SEPDAT_Y'12 t SEPDAT_M; 
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ELSE IF SEP _M" 0 AND ENTRYDTM >" 10 
THEN STAY_M ~ (10' 12,10), (12 - ENTRYOTM); 
ELSE IF SEP _M " 0 AND ENTRYDTM < 10 
THEN STAY _M ~ (1 0 • 12,1) , (9 - ENTRYOTM); 
IF STAY _M >= 49 THEN REN L 1 = 1; ELSE RENL 1 = 0; 
IF CDlSTRCT ~ 1 THEN NOREAST ~ 1; ELSE NDREAST ~ 0; 
IF CD ISTRCT ~ 2 THEN CENTRAL ~ 1; ELSE CENTRAL ~ 0; 
IF CDISTRCT ~ 3 THEN SOUTH ~ 1; ELSE SOUTH ~ 0; 
IF CDlSTRCT = 4 THEN WEST = 1; ELSE WEST = 0; 
IF CD ISTRCT = 5 THEN OTHEAREA= 1; ELSE OTHEAREA = 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE '" 17 THEN YOUTH = 1; ELSE YOUTH" 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE >= 18 AND ENTRYAGE <= 20 THEN MIDAGE" 1; 
ELSE MIDAGE '" 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE >: 21 THEN OLD " 1; ELSE OLD " 0; 
IF HIYREDUC <= 5 THEN NHSGD = 1; ELSE NHSGD" 0; 
IF HIYREDUC = 6 THEN HSGD = 1; ELSE HSGD = 0; 
IF HIYREDUC >= 7 AND HIYREDUC =< 12 THEN COLLEGE" 1; 
ELSE COLLEGE ~ 0; 
IF HIYREDUC " 13 OR HIYREDUC " 14 THEN GED " 1; ELSE GEo ,,0; 
IF SEX ~ 1 THEN MALE ~ 1; ELSE MALE ~ 0; 
IF SEX ~ 2 THEN FEMALE ~ 1; ELSE FEMALE ~ 0; 
IF RACE ~ 1 THEN WH ITE ~ 1; ELSE WHITE ~ 0; 
IF RACE ~ 2 THEN BLACK . 1; ELSE BLACK ~ 0; 
IF RACE", 3 THEN oTHERACE" 1; ELSE oTHERACE" 0; 
IF MARST _DP = 10 THEN SNDEP '" 1; ELSE SNDEP '" 0; 
IF MARST_DP >= 11 AND MARST_DP <= 19 OR MARST_D P >= 21 AN D 
MARSLDP <= 29 THEN PWDEP = 1; ELSE PWDEP " 0; 
IF MARST_DP = 20 THEN MNDEP = 1; ELSE MNDEP" 0; 
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IF AFOTGRPS" 8 THEN CATI" 1: ELSE CATI" 0: 
IF AFOTGRPS" 7 THEN CATlI" 1: ELSE CATI I " 0: 
IF AFOTGRPS = 6 THEN CATIIIA" 1 ; ELSE CAlliiA = 0; 
IF AFOTGRPS >= 1 AND AFOTGRPS <: 5 THEN CATlIlB = 1 : 
ELSE CATIlIB "0: 
IF PRIORSVC" 1 THEN NONPSERV" 1: ELSE NONPSERV" 0: 
IF PRIORSVC:> 1 THEN PSERV = 1; ELSE PSERV = 0; 
IF ENTRSTAT" 2 THEN FROMDEP" 1: ELSE FROMDEP" 0: 
IF ENTRSTAT NE 2 THEN NFROMOEP" 1: ELSE NFROMOEP " 0: 
IF ENlOPT >= 1 AND ENLOPT <: 7 THEN ADVGRADE = 1; 
ELSE AOVGRADE" 0: 
IF ENLOPT >= BAND ENLOPT <:: 14 THEN ACCPROMD = 1; 
ELSE ACCPROMO" 0: 
IF ENLOPT = 15 OR ENLOPT >= 18 AND ENLOPT <= 20 THEN GUATRAIN = 1; 
ELSE GUATRAIN "0: 
IF ENLOPT >= 16 AND ENLOPT <= 17 THEN GEOGRAPH" 1; 
ELSE GEOGRAPH " 0: 
IF ENLOPT" 21 THEN OTHEROPT" 1: ELSE OTHEROPT" 0: 




MODEL REENLIST" NOREAST CENTRAL WEST GED HSGD COLLEGE YOUTH OLO 
FEMALE BLACK OTHERACE PWDEP MNDEP PSERV FROMDEP 
CATI CATII CATIlIA ADVGRADE ACCPROMO GUATRAIN 
GEOGRAPH; 
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For the 1988 LOGIT model: 
/rrHESIS88 JOB USER=S1643,CLASS==C 
II EXEC SAS 
I!WORK 00 UNlhSYSoA,SPACE~(CYL,(380,140J,RLSE) 
/!SASIN DO DISP",SHR,DSN:.MSS.N8067.COHORT88 
IISYSIN 00' 
OPTION LlNESIZE == 80 MEMSIZE:= 30M NOOATE: 
DATA ONE: 
SET SASIN.COHORT88(REAO~TRACK); 
IF ACCESSVC ~ 2; 
IF ENLTERM:= 4: 
IF ENTRYAGE >== 17 AND ENTRYAGE <= 31: 
IF AFOTGRPS > 0: 
IF ENLOPT > 0: 
IF CDISTRCT > 0; 
IF HIYREDUC > 0; 
IF SEX> 0: 
IF RACE> 0; 
IF MARST_DP> 0: 
IF ENTRSTAT > 0: 
IF ENTRG RAD > 0 AND ENTRGRAD <== 6; 
IF ETHNIC> 0; 
ENTRY_M == ENTRYDTY·12 + ENTRYDTM: 
IF ENTRY_M >== 1054 AND ENTRY_M <= 1065; 
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IF SEP _M >== 1 THEN STAY_M = SEP _M - ENTRY_M; 
ELSE IF SEP _M = 0 AND ENTRYDTM >= 10 
THEN STAY_M = (10' 12 + 10) + (12 - ENTRYDTM); 
ELSE IF SEP _M == 0 AND ENTRYDTM < 10 
THEN STAY_M = (10 ~ 12 + 1) + (9 - ENTRYDTM); 
IF STAY _M >= 49 TH EN RENL1 = 1: ELSE RENL1 '" 0; 
IF CDISTRCT:= 1 THEN NOREAST = 1; ELSE NOREAST = 0; 
IF CDISTRCT '" 2 THEN CENTRAL = 1; ELSE CENTRAL:= 0; 
IF CorSTRCT == 3 THEN SOUTH = 1; ELSE SOUTH = 0; 
IF CDISTRCT == 4 THEN WEST = 1; ELSE WEST = 0; 
IF CDISTRCT = 5 THEN OTHEAREA= 1; ELSE OTHEAREA = 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE = 17 THEN YOUTH = 1; ELSE YOUTH = 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE >== 18 AND ENTRYAGE <= 20 THEN MIDAGE = 1; 
ELSE MIDAGE ~ 0; 
IF ENTRYAGE >= 21 THEN OLD", 1; ELSE OLD = 0; 
IF HIYREDUC <= 5 THEN NHSGD = 1; ELSE NHSGD == 0; 
IF HIYREDUC = 6 THEN HSGD ~ 1; ELSE HSGD ~ 0; 
IF HIYREDUC >= 7 AND HIYREDUC "'< 12 THEN COLLEGE = 1; 
ELSE COLLEGE ~ 0; 
IF HIYREDUC ~ 13 OR HIYREDUC ~ 14 THEN GED ~ 1; ELSE GED ~ 0; 
IF SEX = 1 THEN MALE", 1; ELSE MALE = 0; 
IF SEX", 2 THEN FEMALE:= 1; ELSE FEMALE := 0; 
IF RACE", 1 THEN WHITE == 1; ELSE WHITE:= 0; 
IF RACE = 2 THEN BLACK:= 1; ELSE BLACK = 0; 
IF RACE = 3 THEN OTHERACE:= 1; ELSE OTHERACE '" 0; 
IF MARSLDP = 10 THEN SNDEP = 1; ELSE SNDEP =: 0; 
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IF MARST_DP >= 11 AND MARST_DP <= 19 DR MARST_DP >= 21 AND 
MARST_DP <= 29 THEN PWDEP = 1; ELSE PWDEP = 0; 
If MARST_DP 0 20 THEN MNDEP 0 1; ELSE MNDEPo 0; 
IF AFQTGRPS = 8 THEN CATI = 1; ELSE CATI = 0; 
IF AFOTGRPS = 7 THEN CATII = 1; ELSE CATII = 0; 
If AFOTGRPS 0 6 THEN CATIIiA 0 1 ; ELSE CATIlIA 0 0; 
IF AFQTGRPS >= 1 AND AFOTGRPS <= 5 THEN CATIIiB = 1 ; 
ELSE CATIlIB 0 0; 
IF PRIORSVC = 1 THEN NONPSERV = 1; ELSE NONPSERV = 0; 
IF PRIORSVC > 1 THEN PSERV '" 1; ELSE PSERV = 0; 
If ENTRSTAT 0 2 THEN fRDMDEP 0 1; ELSE fRDMDEP 0 0; 
IF ENTRSTAT NE 2 THEN NFROMOEP = 1; ELSE NFROMDEP = 0; 
IF ENLOPT >= 1 AND ENLOPT <= 7 THEN ADVGRADE = 1; 
ELSE ADVGRADE 0 0; 
IF ENLOPT >= 8 AND ENLOPT <= 14 THEN ACCPROMO" 1; 
ELSE ACCPROMO 0 0; 
IF ENLOPT = 15 OR ENLOPT >= 18 AND ENLDPT <= 20 THEN GUATRAIN = 1; 
ELSE GUATRAIN 0 0; 
IF ENLOPT >= 16 AND ENLOPT <= 17 THEN GEOGRAPH" 1; 
ELSE GEOGRAPH ,,0; 
IF ENLOPT = 21 THEN OTHERQPT '" 1; ELSE QTHEROPT = 0; 
REENLIST", 1 - RENL 1; 
PROC LOGISTIC; 
MOOEL REENLIST 0 NDREAST CENTRAL WEST GED HSGD COLLEGE YOUTH OLD 
FEMALE BLACK OTHERACE PWDEP MNDEP PSERV FROMDEP 
CATII CATIIIA ADVGRADE ACCPROMO GUATRAIN 
GEDGRAPH; 
lOR 
APPENDIX B. FREQUENCY IN UNLIMITED DAT ASETS 
A. 1979 COHORT 




























Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
423 0.5 423 0.5 
18,823 22.3 19,246 22.8 
20,078 23.8 39 ,324 46.6 
29,076 34.5 68 ,400 811 
15,280 18.1 83 ,680 99.2 
654 0.8 84 ,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Pent Fee P t .co r qu ncy ercen 
1 0 1 0 
4 0 5 0 
2 0 7 0 
1 0 8 01 
1 0 9 0 
2 0 11 01 
12,612 15 12,623 15 
28,391 33.7 41 ,014 48 .6 
15,659 18.6 56,673 67 .2 
7.778 9.2 64,451 76.4, 
4,836 5.7 69,287 82.2 
3,729 4 .4 73 ,016 866 
2,951 3.5 75 ,967 90.1 
2,214 2.6 78,181 92.7 
1,628 1.9 79 ,809 94 .6 
1,130 1.3 80 ,939 96 
901 1.1 81 ,840 971 
740 0.9 82 ,580 9791 
526 0.6 83,106 98 .5 





































3. Highest Year of Education 
0.3 83,762 99 .3 
02 83,933 99.5 
0. 1 84,033 99.6 
0.1 84, 112 99 .7 
0 .1 84,176 99.8 
0 .1 84,227 99.9 
0 84,255 99.9 
0 84,274 99.9 
0 84,289 99.9 
0 84.292 100 
0 84,303 100 
0 84,306 100, 
0 84.30B 100 
0 84.310 100 
0 84,311 100 
0 84 ,315 100 
0 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 




1 Yr. High School 
2 Yr. High School 
3-4 Yr. High School 
High School Diploma 
1 Yr. College 
2 Yr. College 






















01 46 0 .1 
0.1 120 0.1 
0.7 696 06 
2.7 2.963 3.5 
5.7 7,805 93 
9.6 15,923 18.9 
66.9 72,334 85.S 
3.1 74,949 88 .9 
2.4 77,005 91 .3 
0.9 77 ,783 92.2 
0.6 78.4471 93 
0 78,478 93.1 
0 78,482 93.1 

























Sing le-Four Dependents 
























I I I 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Percent Frequency Percent 
0.1 111 0.1 
89 .1 75,242 89.2 
10.8 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Percent Frequency Percent 
0.2 128 0.2 
81.1 68,554 81.3 
15.6 81,739 96 .9 
31 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
ercen t F P t requency ercen 
01 52 0.1 
92.6 78,125 92 .6 
0.3 78.395 93 
0.1 78,475 93.1 
0 78,481 93.1 
0 78,486 93 .1 
0 78 ,487 93 .1 
4.4 82,213 97.5 
1 B3.0931 98 .5 
1 83,924 99 .5 
0.4 84 ,225 999 
0.1 84.305 100 
0 84,330 100 
0 84 ,334 100 










8. Service of Accession 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
3,892 46 3.892 4.6 
59 0.1 3,951 4.7 
2,901 3.4 6,852 81 
4,106 4 .9 10,958 13 
11.270 13.4 22,228 26.4 
22,621 26.8 44,849 53.2 
13,673 16.2 58,522 69.4 
21,123 25 79,645 94.4 
4,689 5.6 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Navy 68,845 81 .6 68.845 81.6 
Navy Reserve 15,489 18.4 84.334 100 




Prior Service-Air Force 




Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
76,980 91.3 76,980 91.3 
836 1 77,816 92.3 
1,663 2 79.479 94.2 
227 0.3 79,706 94.5 
252 0.3 79.958 94.8 
8 0 79,966 94.8 
4.368 5.2 84,334 100 
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10. Entry Status 
None 
Direct to Active Duty 
From DEP, CACHE, etc 
Reservist to Active Duty 
Into DEP 
















Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
143 0.2 143 0.2 
20,673 24,5 20,81 24.7 
52,893 62.7 73.709 87.4 
10,550 12.5 84,259 99.9 
75 0.1 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
211 0.3 211 03 
47 01 258 0.3 
3,196 3.8 3,454 4.1 
382 0.5 3,836 45 
62,760 74.4 66,596 79 
164 0.2 66,760 79.2 
17,573 20.8 84,333 100 
1 0 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
216 0.3 216 0.3 
57,88 68.6 58,102 68.9 
4,31 5.1 62,415 74 
18.727 22.2 81.142 96.2 
1.699 2 82,841 98.2 
1,076 1.3 83,917 99.5 
385 0.5 84,302 100 
31 0 84.333 100 
1 0 84,334 100 
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Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
18,213 21.6 18,213 21.6 
138 0.2 18,351 21.8 
21 0 18,372 21.8 
514 0.6 18,886 22.4 
2,152 2.6 21,038 24.9 
73 0.1 21,111 25 
10,822 12.8 31,933 37.9 
101 0.1 32,034 38 
2 0 32,036 38 
3 0 32,039 38 
78 0.1 32,117 38.1 
110 0.1 32,227 38.2 
266 0.3 32,493 38.5 
5,885 7 38,378 45.5 
21 0 38,399 45 .5 
41 0 38,440 45.6 
354 0.4 38,794 46 
4,033 4.6 42,827 50.8 
444 0.5 43,271 51.3 
1,453 1.7 44,724 53 
925 1.1 45,649 54.1 
38,685 45.9 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
120 01 120 01 1 
1 0 121 0.1 
1 0 122 0.1 
29 0 151 0.2 
1 0 152 0.2 
2 0 154 0.2 
2 0 156 0.2 





































18 0 185 0.2 
39 0 2241 0.3 
72 0.1 296 OA 
66 0.1 362 0 .4 
64 0.1 426 0.5 
52 0.1 478 0.6 
82 0.1 560 0.7 
163 02 723 0.9 
294 0.3 1,017 12 
7,333 8.7 8,350 9.9 
5,700 6.8 14,050 16,7 
5,144 6.1 19, 194 22.8 
7,574 9 26,768 31.7 
6 ,273 7A 33,041 392 
5,91 1 7 3B,952 46.2 
5,159 6.1 44,111 52.3 
5,406 6AI 49,517 5B.7 
B,669 10.3 58, 186 69 
I B,536 10.1 66,722 79. 1 
9,528 11.3 76,250 90.41 
8,074 9.6 84,324 100 
2 0 84,326 100 
1 0 84,327 100 
4 0 84,331 100 
2 0 84,333 100 
1 0 84,334 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Freq enc P t u y ercen 
655 0.7 655 0. 7 
15,320 1641 15,975 17.1 , 
24.447 26.2 40.422 43.3 
34,127 36.6 74,549 79.9 
18,614 199 93,163 99.B 
175 0.2 93 ,338 100 
l IS 

































Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
6,245 6.7 6,245 6.7 
32 ,345 34.7 3B,590 41.3 
19,928 21.4 58 ,518 62.7 
10,129 10.9 68,647 73.5 
6,122 6 .6 74,769 80.1 
4,311 4.6 79 ,080 84.7 
3,398 3.6 82,478 88 .4 
2,743 2.9 85,221 91.3 
1,994 2.1 87,215 93.4 
1,381 1.5 88,596 94.9 
1,035 1.1 89,631 96 
B50 0.9 90,481 969 
69B 0.7 91,179 97.7 
576 0.6 91,755 98.3 
427 0.5 92,182 98.8 
366 0.4 92,54BI 99.2 
301 0.3 92,849 99.5 
247 0.3 93.096 99.7 
B2 0.1 93,178 99.8 
37 0 93,215 99.9 
29 0 93,244 99 .9 
2B 0 93,272 99.9 
20 0 93,292 100 
23 0 93,315 100 
7 0 93,322 100 
6 0 93,328 1001 
4 0 93,332 100 
1 0 93,333 100 
1 0 93.334 100 
2 0 93.336 100 
2 0 93,3381 100 
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1 Yr. High School 
2 Yr. High School 
3-4 Yr. High School 
High School Diploma 
1 Yr. College 
2 Yr. College 










Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
66 0.1 66 0.1 
26 0 92 01 
145 0.2 237 0.3 
725 0.8 962 1 
1,495 1.6 2,457 2.6 
2,018 22 4 ,475 4.8 
82,787 88.7 87,262 93.5 
102 0.1 87,364 93.6 
774 0.8 88,138 94.4 
105 0.1 88.243 94.5 
960 l ' 89,203 95.6 
52 0.1 89,255 95.6 
10 0 89,265 95 .6 
3,890 4.2 93,155 99.8 
183 0.2 93,3381 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Male 83,229 89.2 83,229 89.2 
100 Female 10.109 10.8 93,338 
5. Race 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
None 39 0 39 
White 70.430' 75.5 70.469 1 75.5 
Black 18,749 20.1 89,218 95.6 
Other 4,120 4 .4 93,338 100 
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8. Service of Accession 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
141 0.2 141 0.2 
86.267 92.4 86,408 92.6 
19 0 86,427 92.6 
5 0 86,432 92.6 
1 0 86,433 92.6 
6,773 7.3 93,206 99.9 
31 0 93,237 99.9 
45 0 93,282 999 
40 0 93,322 100 
14 0 93,336 100 
2 0 93,338 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
3,476 3.7 3,476 3.7 
10 0 3,486 37 
26 0 3,512 3.B 
8,582 9.2 12,094 13 
26.517 28.4 38,611 41.4 
19.869 21.3 58,480 62.7 
30,513 32.7 88,993 95.3 
4,345 4.7 93.33B 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Navy 74.878 80.2 74,878 80 .2 
Navy Reserve '---"'8"'.4"'6"0_ --""'9.,,8_---"'93,,,3:::3"-8"-_---"'0"'"0 
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9. Prior Service 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Non-Prior Service 1 87,7751 9:1 87,7751 
Other , 5,563, ,93,338. 
10. Entry Status 
None 
Direct to Active Duty 
From DEP, CACHE, etc 
Reservist to Active Duty 
Into DEP 
11. Enlistment Term 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
99 0.1 99 0.1 
1,293 1.4 1,392 1.5 
74,982 80.3 76.374 81.8 
16,952 18.2 93,326 100 
12 0 93,338 100 
Cumulative Cumu lative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
43 0 43 0 
146 0.2 189 0.2 
1,501 1.6 1,690 1.8 
267 0.3 1,957 2.1 
72,079 77.2 74 ,036 79.3 
131 0.1 74,167 79.5 
1,026 1.1 75,193 80.6 
5 0 75,198 80.B 
18,139 194 93,337 100 
1 0 93.3381 100 
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Frequency Percent Frequency Perce t n 
45 0 45 0 
71,904 77 71,949 77,1 
5,522 5.9 77,471 83 
12,390 13.3 89,861 96 .3 
1,812 1.9 91,673 98.2 
1,182 1.3 92,855 99 .5 
441 0.5 93,296 100 
28 0 93,324 100 
6 0 93.3301 100 
1 0 93,331 100 
6 0 93,337 100 
1 0 93,338 100 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
18,067 19.4 18,067 19.4 
27 0 18.094 19.4 
5 0 18,099 19.4 
101 0.1 18,200 19.5 
1,594 1.7 19,794 21 .2 
43 01 19,837 213 
6,177 6.6 26,014 27 .9 
40 0 26,054 27.9 
1 0 26.055 27.9 
1 0 26,056 27,9 
1 0 26,057 27.9 
10 0 26,067 27.9 
46 0 26,113 28 
10,338 11 .11 36.451 1 39.1 
2 0 36,453 39.1 
39 0 36,492 39.1 
27 0 36,5191 39,1 























































39 ,556 42 ,4 






















82.651 88 .6 
93,338 100 
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APPEN])JX C. LOGIT MODEL VAlUABLES 
EXPECTED 
TITLE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION SIGN 
CENSUS DISTRICT SOUTH SOUTH & OTHER AREA REFERENCE 
NOREAST NORTH EAST AREA 
CENTRAL NORTH CENTRAL AREA 
WEST WEST AREA 
EDUCATION NHSGD NON HIGH SCHOOL REFERENCE 
GRADUATED 
GED HIGH SCHOOL G.E.D 
HSGO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA 
COLLEGE EDUCATION,. HIGH SCHOOL 
AGE AT ENTRY YOUTH ENTRY AGE'" 17 
MIDAGE ENTRY AGE >= 18 AND <= 20 REFERENCE 
OLD ENTRY AGE >= 21 
SEX MALE MALE REFERENCE 
FEMALE FEMALE 
RACE WHITE WHITE REFERENCE 
BLACK BLACE 
OTHERACE OTHER RACE 
MARITAL SNDEP SINGLE NO DEPENDENTS REFERENCE 
PWOEP PERSON \r\IITH DEPENDENTS 
MNDEP MARRIED NO DEPENDENTS 
PRIOR SERVICE NONPSERV NON-PRIOR SERVICE REFERENCE 
PSERV PRIOR SERVICE 
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ENTRY STATUS NFROMDEP NON -FROM DEP,CACHE,ETC REFERENCE 
FROMDEP FROM DEP,CACHE,ETC 
AFQT CATEGORY CATI AFQT CATEGORY 93%--99% 
CATII AFQT CATEGORY 65%- 92% 
C,<I"TIIiA AFQT CATEGORY 50%--64% 
CATIIIB AFQT CATEGORY 1 %--49% REFERENCE 
ENLISTMENT OTHEROPT OTHER ENLISTMENT OPTION REFERENCE 
OPTION 
ADVGRADE ADVANCED ENLISTMENT 
GRADE 
ACCPROMO ACCELERATED PROMOTION 
GUATRAIN TRAINING OR SKILL 
GUARANTEE 
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